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HEARINGS ON MUSEUMS 
TUESDAY, JULY 19, 1973 
United States Senate, 
Special Subcommittee on Arts and 
Humanities of the Committee on 
Labor and Public Welfare and 
Subcommittee on the Smithsonian 
Institution of the Committee on 
Rules and Administration 
Washington, D. C. 
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:00 
a .. rn .. in Room 4232, Dirksen ~enate Office Buildin9, Sen?itor 
Claiborne Pell (co-chairman of the Joint Subcommittee), 
presiding. 
Senator Pell. The Subcommittee will come to order. 
Today we resume hearings before the Senate Special 
Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities and the Subcommittee 
on the Smithsonian Institution on legi-slation related to 
improving Federal support for museumsn 
Yesterday we received comprehensive testimony .-from 
the leadership of the Smithsonian, of the National Foundation 
on the Arts and the Humanities, of the National Trust for 
Historic Preservation, and from individuals'involved with 
museums in my home state of Rhode Island and in Massachusettso 
Today's testimony will come from a broad spectrum 
_ _....,...._.·-·-----~---·-----------·--·------·-··A••-••-•• _______ -·---- ----···--···- --·--- ~--·--·· -···--·- --~ --
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of museum leaders and representatives of musemn organizations 
throu.qhout the nation,, 
And, again, we will emphasize, toward the conclu-
4. 
sion of today 9 s testiniony v the need for conservation and 
preservation of our na:tional heritage~ 
If I were to summarize yesterday's testimony, I 
1 would say that the evidence indicates a documented need for 
a· expanding federal assistance to museums.. We will seek to 
9· further docu."Mnt that concept tcKlb,Y .. 
~O> Because of the number of witnesses who will testify 
11· · I ask t.hat each limit oral testimony to approximately five . 
12 minuteso The full statemsnts of each witness will be placed 
13 in the record .. 
14 " I wan·t to add tha.t.. rarely in my twelve years and 
15: more .i.n the Senate ha11a r seen hearings better attended. 
!6. We are not. the Watergate heax:ings, but we have 
attracted almost an equal audience. And we want to open the 
gates, open new vistas· t..o aiding our museutnG, as the holders 
19· of our heritages, as th{.~ educators of our people, as vital 
20 cultural resources which benefit all of us .. 
21 Our first witness "th.is morning is Mr .. Charles 
Buckley, President of the Ameri.can A:g.sociat.ion of Museums 
23'. and Directo:c, of the St., Loitis 2-\r.t Museum., wh<) will be 
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Torn Eagleton. 
Senator Eagleton. Thank you, ~lro Chairman. l will 
be brief and to the point, realizing the conside~able time 
constraint you have. 
It is my high privilege to present to the conmittee 
as the firat witness Mr .. Charles Buckley of St., LOu.is who is 
not only president of the American Association of Museums 
but more particularly in St. Louis is our very excellent 
director of our St. l,,ouis Art MuseumQ 
He has served in that capacity as director for 
eight and a half years, and we are proud both of our museum 
and of Mr .. Buckley# 
I ask lei'.Atre r Mr. Chairman, to p11t into the record 
at a later time, sJ.nc.m I left it on my desk, a letter from 
t.sr o John Roseborough 11 President 41 St. :t..ouis Art Museum Board, 
with re:spect to s.. 796, currently pending before this 
committee. 
Without any further ado, it is my privilege to 
present Mr .. Buckley t.o the co:mrnit·tee,. 
Semi·tor Pell. Mt·~ Buckley f I ·think you are · 
accompani.ed by Kyran McGra·th who is d.irec'l::or of the American 
Association of Museums, who does an outstanding job in 
representing your intE'irests here in Washington. 
108 
1 STATEMEN'.t: OF' CHARLES BUCKT.JEY, l?RE$IDE:wr 
2 OF THE .ru'.~HICAN ASSOCIATION OF MUSEUMS; 
.3 ACCOMPANIEI> BY I<YRAN MCGRATH / D!REC1.rOR 
4 Mr .. Buckley.. It is a great honor to be introduced 
S by Senator Eagleton nnd to appear before tbis committee this 
6 morning .. 
7 I had the :1ono1: of appearing also before Congressman 
e Brademas' committee lasi: September, and at t.hat time I theuqht 
9 · the Museum Serviceu Act iras "adlnirably broad the way it was 
10 written," and that it to(•k into account some of the most 
u basic needs of mu1eums, eupecially in regard to the emphasis 
12 it placed on rennration aril development of museum facilities. 
14 in whioli to cor.1.uct our operations has always loomed large, 
15 but never l.argtr than i·t doeit now .. 
16 My ::ltire personal t\xperience in the musemn field, 
17 like that of .• w.ny of my colleaiues, has been one of attempt-
18 inc;r to do a .iaximum job for thE benefit of the public under 
19 conditions l hi ch were far from i'::?inq even halfway satisf actor·y .'.. ; 
20 ~·Jt all American muse·,\ms are rundown and delapi·- . ~; 
21 dated, t.ho,gh it would be diffic\.1t to denh that many of them ,; 
stand in iire need of major renovation if they are not only , 
2 .. 1 to devel·:;,) beyond the po':i.nt they . iave now reached, but even 
to maintd.n their present positio"c. 
Museum people are tr ad l.t:ionall.y '?'Clod housekeepers 
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and they strivi:~ to put their best foot forward so that the 
public will see our :1.11stitutions as inviting and attractive 
places where at their leisure they will have the opportunity 
to broaden their knowledge throuqh an informal contact with 
scientific, historical and artistic exhibits of many 
different kindso 
I suppose most of us tend to be "house proud" 
and we have been inclined ove~ the years to shy away from 
letting our visitors know just how hard a time we have had 
in keeping body and soul together9 Nevertheless, beyond the 
exhibition galleries of even some of our finest ~useums the 
facilities on which the whole public thrust of those institu-
. tions rests leave much to be desired. 
I refer to facilities in broad terms, such as 
storage areas in order to give proper protection to colleotion1 
which for various reaE:ons might not always be on public view, 
but which are nonetheless of vltal importance to the work of 
any institution, to mechanical systems of all kinds, to con-
servation laboratories~ to work areas where so much activity 
goes on prior to exhibitionsr and in connection with keeping 
a building functioning Oll all levels to take care of our 
enormous public, to libraries which, regardless of size, are 
vital to the functi.ons of a musemn. 
I l':efer no less t:o facilities such as rest areas 
for the publ:Lc, spaces .:tn. -v.rh:i.ch to c(mduct educational 
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ac;:tivities, rneohanioal services such as elevators, the int%'o-
duction of ramps and other conveniences for the handicapped, 
aqed and the infirm .. 
Thus the word ufm::ilities" covers a great deal of 
territory and I am ~ure that any one of my colleagues here 
today could lenqthen this iist. 
Much of 'What I a:a talkinq abou~ has to do with 
older buildings whiah, thoilgh they may appear to be in 
basically good condition, t:equiJ.·e oft.en costly renovation 
and updating if they aru to servo the public in a proper 
manner. 
It seems ironicml to rrtq that those well .. known, 
privately operated, and <.~n:irmous:.y popular entertainment areas 
in this country ··- such as :?ubl5.: amusement parks -- that lay 
claim to' presentip.g hiator:· ill ;1:\l easily digestible form, 
even though it may b·~ eriti :1~J.y ;:,:>lastic0 should be so superbly '1 · 
staffed and operated owinq t.o ·the profits they generate 
18 while our museums, which h&ve the genuine article in their 
19 care, are often hard press~d ·:o adequately maintai.n themselves ; 
20 I doubt. if any of m tl).is morni1.1g can bring before · ::· 1 
21 th.ls commJ.ttee precise doot·; cn:it:ation, dollar by dollar, for 
22 the case ·we are making beoc:.1a·~ that kind of documentation is 
23 only n.ow beginning t.o emerr.o n any sort of useful form.. It 
24 can. be had 17 h<.)wever / and o·.o 11ay to achieve it would be 
25 through a searching Bt.udy <. f d1e physical and financial 
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circumstances of a given numbe~· of museu.mso 
The number need not be· large and it could even be 
limited to the study of one museum selected at random from 
each state. 
From having visited a great many museums in this 
country I am convinced tha·t, the evidence that would come to 
light throuqh such an effort would be applicable to many and, 
indeed, perhaps to most of the museums of this country .. 
Throuqh the efforts of our admi~able National 
Endowment for the Arts a far reaching study which bears 
heavil.y on what I have been saying is now achieving final 
form and should soon be ready for considerationo This study 
promises to be most helpful t:o all of ua in clarifying many 
of the heretofore gray areas in regard to the operation of 
our museums .. 
What we need to find, if we are to do even a part 
of that which the public expect£;· of :J.ts cultural institutions, 
is some means of giving them bas~.c assistance.. We are 
fortunate in having now, through \:he Endowments, a growing 
and most welcome suppo1:t for certa:.n areas of our programs 
and to a degree for conservation am\ the reinstallation of 
collections,, 
Through the National Museum Act we are receiving 
support for p:t:oj ect:s which., in a basi(. way, are likely to have 
25 a beneficial effect on wide a:r;:eas of t.1e museum world.. But 
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I st.ill that broader area of ori tical concern remains: how 
Z can the museums of this country in all their variety cope 
3 with the basic prob le.ins that confront all of them -- those 
4 museums that are privately funded, those that operate on 
5 state or municipal funds and those that receive support from 
6 a combination of sourceso 
1 If what we do in the way of providing a valid form 
8 of education, not to mention aeuthet.ic pleasure, for a mass 
9 public through the pzesentation c>f our collections, through 
10 exhibitions, and throur;;rh public lectures --which, by the way, 
11 are qiven so frequently, and ! bolieve so effectively in our 
12 museums for the benefit of a veri sizable adult publ~c" tha·t 
13 I think we tend to forget just hcrJ import.ant an activity they 
14 really are -- is judged to have r11al xneaning to tb.e people 
15 of our country" then we~ are obligt.d to look ahead to find some' 
16 means of 9ett.inq at thei problems tha~ now keep us· from doing 
·17 the best of whi~..h I believe we are capable. 
18 I don·• t think tha·t any ot: us here today are running 
19 away from the need to develop sti.pp :•rt on the local and state 
20 level, and some of us have succeed.·1d in doing just that, but · 
21 more often than not \:.~at support r(uches only a certain level 
22 and is not sufficient to allow muse \.it'l.S to strike at the 
23 heart of the matt.er .. 
24 We must. also recognize thi ~:: our public is not 
2S entirely a. lt;icci.l 011.e, e1s a ~1ery lar~r: number of our museums 
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attract visitors from all over the country and more frequentl 1• 
as time qoes on, from abroado Many of our collections, 
especially those in the larger museums, are not necessarily 
of local interest a.$ they represent a national or internationa. 
heritaqe and, therefore 11 can be expected to ha."'8 a very wide 
appeal. 
tfherefore, in my view, federal assistance in the 
form of a Museum services Act, developing with the full 
cooperation of our museums, would surely brinq about major 
and lasting improvements by helping us to vastly improve the 
shell, ox framework ~- that is the museum environment itself 
-- within which we ca.n further develop our services and 
programs, and in the lonq run such support could be of 
enormous assistance in terms of the day-to-day operations of 
many museums which may be still a long way from the time when 
local communities will see fit to recognize them as something 
more than a local attraction which must be content with 
second or third place in the community. 
All of us in the museum field appreciate the 
attention that you, Senator Pell, and your colleagues in the 
Senate, and that Congressman Brademas are 9ivinq to the 
plight of the museums of this country .. 
We fully appreciate, also, the remarkable progress 
that has been made alrS!ady through t:he Endowments and the 
National i'.t1ut.>eum. Act; hor1.rever / I believe there is room for a 
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far greater and very necessary accomplishment if we are to 
succeed in our purpose of putting the museums of this country 
on a f :lrmer foundation than many of them have at the present 
time. 
Senator Pell,.. t.rhank you very much indeed, 
Mr. Buckley. 
I will also place in the record at this point a 
series of statements that have conte in, anCl the record 
incidentally will be kept open for a week following these 
hearings if there are any supplemental points you wish to have 
offeredt and. also the committee may have some questions it 
wants to subm..tt in writing afterwards that we would like to 
13 bave anawered. 
14 Actually I think the hearing should be kept open 
15 for bolo weeks so there will be ample time in this regard. 
16 Mr. McGrath. 
17 Mr .. McGJcat.h. Mr .. Chairman, I want to thank you for 
18 the opportunity to testify here~ 
19 In your statement you pointed out that the use of 
20 museums bas been increasing to a atagqering degreeo This is 
21 true. The attendance has increased from 300 million visits 
22. in 1967 to a figure of "/00 million \risits in 1970 as reported 
23 by the u. s. Office of Education .. 
24 Thia usage is c<:mtinu:Lng to cause a terrific burden 
25 on the museums and their positive operations. We conducted 
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a survey in 1971 and again in 19730 I would like to intro-
duce the table in the appendix that is in my prepared 
statement that bears on the aqe levels of museum attendants .. 
Our estimated 1973 results showed a 57 per cent 
student age l~vel trom the preschool, elementary and high 
school, college and university levels. 
Mr .. Chairman. to summ.:arize most of the px:-epared 
statement, we qet to the value of museum collections,, one of 
the hardest. figures to obtain, but at least there is some 
l:>asis on which to assess museum collections in new semi-
accredltation pro9ramso To prepare for this testimony we 
tabulated. the estimated val\1,e of museum collections provided 
by 186 of the 252 museums pr.esently accreditedo These' 
estimates are minimal /1 and IU'<.3 based essentially on evaluation 
largely for purposes of insur<~nce. 
This was a total fi9nre of $2,100,000,000.. Measur ... 
ing that figure against the opm:atin9 budgets of tbese 186 
museums, no·t all of them in thit country, but the 166 come up 
with an average of 5.6 per cen\: of value of colleotiono 
If you expand the $30 million culle:i for in your bill, you 
21 come up with a ratio of Ool4 pe:· cent of the mnount of 
22 federal funding that will be avai.lable just to keep the collec ' 
· 23 tions in those 196 museum·so 
24 'l:h.at has nothing to do ui i;h the estimate of S, 000 
25 museums in. "l::he country.. So t.he vd ue of collections is one 
·,,'I 
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1 thing; just preserving the national treasures. The utiliza-
a tion is still an additional benefit to the publico 
3 Beoause of the interstate audience of museums that 
4 has been attested to yesterday, this does get into the 
5 preroqative. lt is a national benaf it and should be a 
6 programo 
7 The problems faced by museums, the cost of 
8 and the renovation and staff salaries still continue as the 
9 highest. oost factor of the priority. The median salary of a 
10 director in.an institution with a budget in the range of 
11 $50,000 to $100,000 increased from $12,428 in 1971 to 
f2 $14 I 000 in 1973 o 
13 The median salary of a our a tor in a m·u.seum. was an 
14 annual operating bud9et of $500, 000 to $1 million increased 
15 from $11,244 in 1971 to $15,000 in 1973 .. 
16 This also is reflected in the table contained in 
17 the appendix that I am submitting hereo 
t8 These costs do contiriue. Even taking the 5o5 per 
19 cent fiqure of i:n.flation, and if museum programs stay exactly 
20 the same anc no more staff is added, no more increase in 
21 attendance, taking 5 .. 5 per cen·i:. ovel'..· 6 yoar figures, musewns 
22. would have to have an operating bw1get o~ 40 per cent higher 
23 than it is at presen.t.. 40 per 1;0nt has to be found somewhere, 
24 whethai:· front t.ha rm.m.i.i.·::i.pal or local gove:x.·nmental support or 
25 from sc::me fede:cal supplemen.t o 
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When you look at the levels of funding available 
at local governlllantal levels# you know how tight cities and 
county governments are pressed already. When you look at 
t.he potential of increased private contributions, you ·· must 
view this with the results of the 1969 Tax .Reform Act which 
precluded the amount of private contributions that coula be 
deducted to public cl'lari ties• so there is a realistic limit. 
those levels reach, and somethinq will have to give somewhere, 
either in a xeduction in services or an increase in costs; 
som.ethinq will just have to come .. 
As to capital :i..mprovements, reno11ation, the Belmont 
report reported in 1968 that 70 per cen·t of the capital 
construction renovation costs were borne by private sources. 
This is the kind of source that will have to be supplemented 
in the fuutre .. 
For solutions of museum support you must look at 
the sources available. One of theee statistics in the 1973 
survey has to do with 'the sources of museum i.ncome. More than 
50 per cent of museum expenditures for the year 1972 were in 
the field of maintenance and ope1:ations, fully 52 per ceht. 
The balance has to do with the types of programs. 
Ten per cent was spent on educational programs~ 
Also I might add 5Q2 per. cent was spent on museum 
_acquisitionsw zo t.here is not. a la::ege amount of room to move 
aroun.cl f:r.om 1et 1 s say an acqi.d.si t:ion ane. turn that into 
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maintenance and operationso You are only talking at the most 
6 per cent of the average museum's budqeto 
on the accredited museums I would like to say there 
is a table in the appendix included in here listing a qreat 
deal of statistical data on those museums that have been 
determined by the profession as meeting its own standardso 
'?here are 251 across the nation.. They are all sizes, and the 
cert£inly are of all disciplines: art, history and scienceo 
I will let the full statement stand for itself, 
10 Mr. Chairman.. At this point I would like t.o ask permission 
U t·aat the names of the people who have come from throughout 
1.2 me c.oun·try to attend these sessior1s be inserted in the 
13 record, together with their museu..~·affiliation, to give an 
14 indication of the broad interest within this bill, and if we 
15 can obtain the na.~es and addresses, I would like to ask that 
16 · they be included .. 
Senator Pello They will be inserted in the record 
ft) in full .. 
19 (List referred to follows:) 
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I 
1 
Mr. McGrath. Fine.. With that I shall conclude. 
Thank you.. , 
3 Senator Pell... If you were asked what you thought 
4 
were the mi:->st urgent. needs of museums today, Mr.. Buckley and 
5 
Mrl> McGrath, what would you like to see, the one single thrust 
6 
we should aove on? 
:fould it be finaneinq of renovation? Would it be 
8 conservatton? '; Would it ha the changing of tax la11is? Where 
W'Ould you like to make your ma.in thrust? 
10 ~ .. Buckley.. It would seem to me in the present 
y 
situation that the renovation of many of our old facilities 
12 
would be VEi':"J' top priority as I see it. Certainly in my case 
13 it would be in my institution .. 
14 I 2<:now that is true of other museums in my city, 
15 and I kno·,;.y c.;1: many musetuns throughout the country where I 
16 think there :·.u an enormous area th.at requir4?s attentionci 
i7 In· ;rder to carry out tlle programs that ~e bava 
ini tia:&d in -.~he museum 11 we certainly need the proper settinq 
t9 in which to do it.. I think :many of us are not adequately 
20 prepared ·to de.~ nll that ! !mow we can do and are struggling 
2t very hard to d.c. 
Sena.tr.x Pell., I guess when it comas to trying to 
23 obtain funds fro7.1 pr:lvate sonrceia, there :ts not much glamor 
24 in n.aming c"l.!l air C'.)/:ld.5.tionJ.ng plant· aft.ex .::;1 pat.ron 11 as there 
a Air Conditioning Systento 
2 Mt. Buckley. I have suqqested that. to potent.i·a1 
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donors, but no one seems t.o be enthralled with the idea of 
beinq identified with the air eonditioninq equipm.Onto 
Senator Pell. Wllat about the actual operatitl9' 
costs themselves? Do you eee any possibility of either in-
oreaainq fees across the country? 
Wlla t are the fees in your rnuseum? 
Mr .. Buckley. We are free.. We do not charge, and 
by law \fe cannot aha:l.'9e .. 
Senator Pell .. 
Mr .. Buckley. 
By what law, state law? 
By s·tat$ l..tw. We do charqe :for 
special exhibits, but. r..ot to get into the museum. 
Senator Pell. As a matter of philosophy, do you 
think it is a good idea that museums be free, or do you think 
they should charge, with per.haps one free day a week? 
Mr .. Buckley. Personally I would 11.ke to see them 
free because they are a public service; but as things stand 
they cannot ve:r."Y well be freeo We probably would charqe if 
we were permitted to do so .. 
Senator Pell. Do you subscribe to the idea if 
there were a small charge it might increase the attractiveness 
to the publi.c, with one or two free days so that the public 
could go without charge if the fee were a. factor of discourage, 
ment.? 
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ll.X.. Buckley o That is certainly a theory that ~ifOrks 
very well in a number of institutions. 
Senator Pello Mr. McGratho 
Mr .. McGrath., Mr. Chairman, on the question of 
admissions- I would like to point out that there is a seemin9 
contradiction on the fede~al level regardinq admission fees. 
When you look at, let us say, the Fed•ral Property Disposal 
Aot., there are federal properties made available to pi2Plic 
charities, especially educational institutions, that are free 
to the publico lf they are not free to the public, then those: 
federal properties are not made available. 
The Federal LJ.braey Construction Act made its 
support available to free 1ibraries. I would hope this bill 
would be very clear on the point that whether a museum is 
free or does charge an admission; t.hat if it is enacted, 
the benefits would be made available to museums rather than 
have this con.tra.d.i..ction continue., 
Senator Pell. i~'lat are your relations with museums 
around the ~rorld? 
Mr o McGra:th.. Th.er.a is ~n :biternational council of 
museums, Mr .. ChairnY!ln1 and each nation has a national oommitte 1 
within that council.. As of this past June the membership of 
the A.AM and the meinhership of what was the former u .. s .. 
National Coi:-c1mlssior.>. mer9·ed, so th.at the l' ..AM now is the nationa . 
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Th.is C}uarantses a very cl.ose -workinq cooperation 
with the museums throughout the wo:tld .. 
Senator Pell. What are the dues to belong to the 
Mr .. McGrath.. For individuals, from $5 up to $251 
and for institutions they just voted a raise last week that 
will take effect in Jcu1uary at ICOM at the Paris headquarters 
of $50 for the small museum up to $250 or $500,_ .. depending on 
the size of the annual operatinq budget of the museumo 
Senator Pell. Is that not a rather low dues for 
institutions? 
Mr .. McGrath.. Many of them can barely afford our 
own dues which are a minimum of $500 We get letters all the . ; . . 
time: Please won't you lat us stay in for less than that? 
It is difficult to say, Mr. Chairman .. 'i· 
Senator Pell. I have been requested by Senator 
1'1 Taft to ask this question: Do you believe a upecial bill for ·.· 1 
18 museums could ·set up a bad precedent? 
19 Mr. McGrath. For mysel~, ! do not.. Looking at the 
20 context~. of other insti·tutions throughout the country, there 
21 have been separate legislation for w.1iversitiee, which was 
22 a preced.ent back in the early •sos,, fo:r: hospital support at 
• 
2.'.;I the federal level, thE~ Bil1-,Bu.-rton A.ct right after World War · 1 
24 II; for libraries t abo·i1t J.4 years ago, the Federal Library 
25 Construction and Services Act .. 
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It appears there is justification when tl1e need 
arises, and if a particular type of institution has such a 
larg'e need ,'J.nd is able to demonstrate it, and it has a 
,. 
national eff~ct, I think federal legislation would be very 
responsive .f.nd be justifiedo 
'.i'enator Pell.. Also, Senator Taft tusked me to ask 
this ques·i ion: Why should not. museums come in on reqular 
national .endowments and make their case t.bat way? 
Mr .. McGrath.. Reading back through the original 
Congre:'!~ional Record and the hearings on the enaot.ment of 
the Nadonal Endowments i11 the early and mid-u60s, and indeed 
conti·1ui11q throuqh the.:l.r tlu-ee .. "'Year reauthorizations, as most 
reCE..1.tly as this past March, the restrictions, if you will, 
art? on operations and maintenance and renovation. 
Now 1 they can do it on an emer9e11cy basis, which 
I lnl. delighted to report, that they do with especially humidit ·• 
c>ntrol, but only on an emergency basiso 
There are so many emergencies riqht now that their 
whole b'Udget could be used up just meeting emergencies .. 
The day-to-day operation of a museum that may be 
avoiding, ra~orting a. defiei·t. by cutting back on its staff 
members or just eliminating an education department or 
reducing the number of exhibitions by 50 per cent sort of 
belies this financial sit,.uat.:tor.i. c:1f t.hose :institutions that. 
are forced to resort to those kinds of act:.iv:1.ties in reduction 
. ( ~ 
' I 
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t i:n services just to break eveno 
2 
As wa all are aware, many museums are prohibited 
3 
by local governmental laws under whiah they are sponsored 
4 
from reporting a defic:tt, so they can only spend what they 
5 have appropriatedo 
6 SEmator Pell.. Would you say perhaps that the need 
7 
of museums can be met best throuqh the expansion of existinq 
8 proqrarns, and that no new legislation is needed? 
9 Mro McGratho Possibly if preaGnt legislation 
'1 10 within the endowments were expanded to include operations, 
n both in philosophy and in-yra.ctice 1 operations 6 maintenance, 
12 
renovation -- or where appropriate new construction, when it 
t3 is le_as_ exp~?nsive than renovation -- that could be accommodate lo · 
14 The National Museums Act or some kind of vehicle 
15 within it discussed under yom· questioning yesterday might be : ·.· 
16 appropriate.. Whatever vehicle would be taken, I think. it is ;.; ; 
17 extremely important that. the struct.ure of it be proper such. ·:. :· 
ta that in years to come, tW<> years, five years, ten years from · · 
19 now the mechanics of the museum support progr·am be so objectiv· r · ,·. 
20 that the needs of the museu..ttls will be responded to, and if 
21 these needs for ·t~his decade are operational or renovational, 
22 then those a.re the needs that should be reflected. 
23 Senator Pell. I am glad to say that upon my motion 
24 the Congress, between t:h.e Senate a..."ld t'he House, yesterday 
25 afternoon ':ve considered its previous :;:edection of the idea 
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1 there sbould' be a $250 8 000 limitation to renovationo It is 
2 now authorized for above $250,QOO# provided there is a t~o-
3 thirds or more vote in support by the ~ational Council of the 
4 
5 So one of these problems we have corrected yesterda . · 
6 in part thanks to the testimony that was offered yesterdayo 
11 You see the government moves quite fast in some cases. 
e Mr .. McGrath.. It does indeed .. . ~ ' 
;, 
9 As a living·, breathing example# I have information · 1 
10 about the museum in Sioux City, Iowa wh.:i.ch was closed four 
H months ago because the structural steel had rotted through, 
12 completely rusted throuqh, and the museum will be closed for 
t3 the balance of thia year, and they found it quite by accident.· 
14 During that year while they are looking for monies 
15 ·to repair it, the public is just shut off from that museumo 
16 Senator Pella I thank you very much indeed. There 
17 is a roll call vote going on so we will have to recess the 
ts committee fo:r about S minutes while I go over and vote .. 
19 In the meantime I thank you, Mr .. McGrath and 
20 Mr.. Buckley :for being here and I thank Mr.. McGrath for his 
21 work and cooperation with this committee and with me and for 
22 all the leadership the .~1 has given. 
23 The next wltnesses will be Mr .. Otto Wittma:nn 8 
24 Director., 'I'o:Ledo Mu.seurn of Ar.:t" representing the Association 
25 of Art Museun Directot·s; Mr o Daniel Porter, Director / Ohio 
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Historlcal Society, representing the American Association for 
State and Local History; and Dro Philip s. Humphreyt 
Executive Secretary, Association of Systematics. 
Perhaps you would all care to oome forward and 
take your seats. If. another senator comes in before I 
return, I trust the hearing will be resumed. 
If not, we will resume at 10:45. 
(Recess) 
Senator Pell.. The subcommittee will resume its 
hearings, and I realize that Mr .. Otto Wittmann: Mro Daniel 
Porter and Dr.. Philip Humpi1rey are representing completely 
different groups of interest, but I thought some of the 
questions might ba common to all three of you, and I would 
like to ask Mr. Wittmann if he would lead off. 
As I said earlier, he is not only director of the 
Toledo Musemn of Art but he is representing the Association 
of Art Mueewn Directors. 
STATEMENTS OF OTTO WiTTMl\..NNp DIRECTOR, TOLEDO 
MUSEUM OF ~T, RePRESENTING THE ASSOCIATION OF 
ART MUSEUM DIRECTORS; DANIEL PORTER, DIRECTOR, 
OHIO HIS'J!ORICAL SOCIETY /1 REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN 
ASSOCIATION FOR ST!}.TE AND LOCAL HISTORY; A..~D 
DR. PHILIP S,, HUMPHREY, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, 
Jl...SSOCI.A~!:J.ON OF SYSTENJ~TIC COLLECTIONS 
rv::r .. Wittmann. Se:ncttor Pell, tha.nk you very much for 
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inviting me to be present today. ·I do represent the Associa-
tion of Art Museum Directors, a national association made up 
of the directors of the leading major art museums of this 
oountryo I am also a vice president of the American Associa-
tion of Museums. 
Senator Pell, it was exactly ten years aqo that I 
first testified before youp then on behalf of the American 
Association of Museums on a bill which eventually made 
possible the Endownier.,t for the Arts and for the Humanities .. 
Much has happened during that. ten year period 6 l 
think more than any of us thought possible at the time, and 
I want to pay tribute to you for your leadership in the 
growth of the arts, to Roger Stevens,, who led the National 
Council of the Arts on which I served, and more especially 
to Nancy Hanks, Chairman of the National Endowment for the 
Arts which has placed the 
never before achievedo 
arts and humanities on a scale 
I also want to pay tribute to the establishment of 
the National Entlo"'-.ment for the HtUTianit.ies and to the National 
Museums Act, all of which have affected museums. 
Senator Pell.. May :r interr~lpt here and state that 
the on-ward march of the authorizations is very much up in 
the a.i1: now, and we a.re having a battle with the House, con-
ferees on this, and that J. am sure you are aware of the names 
of t:.he conf e:cees. 
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I would just invite the attention of you who are 
here to this fact because they would like to see a much small 
amount of money appropriated than the Senate bill would 
authorize, a.nd we need a little help in this respecto 
Mra Wittmann. Thank youo However, Senator Pell, 
today I think after ten years the assistance, with all the 
assistance and qood will and support, American museums are 
probably worse off, not better off, than they were ten years 
agoo Of course we all realize -th.\t inflation has taken a 
great toll, but really the increased emphasis on education 
programs in museums has brought the public in increasing 
numbers to museums, and, unlike any Qther business I know abou:, 
the more successful we a.rep the more :i.t costs us. 
We are all non•profit inst.i':.utions 11 and it seems 
there is a great emphasis on the 11 non 11 these days .. 
My own museUtll, the Toledo MuH~um of Art, which ls · 
one of the great mid-west museums, has t budget which has 
increased 110 per cent du:r:'ing this past +~cade. We have 
always considered ourself an educational institution, and. 
today we hav'e one of the largest educatio1 programs in the 
country, but all this costs more as we ser\e more peopleo 
Our educational formula seams to ,,e successful for 
our own reasons. It might work in another n iseu.i-n, it works 
for us.7 it changes and grows w.ith the times;. i.t is innovative, 
but the basis of it is a sound on-going progrr:n. 
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Viihat we and what most art. musewns need are increase 
funds to oarry on these ~isting operations. 
3 We all need funds to update the old buildinqs which 
4 
most ()f us have to preserve, and conserve the art for which 
5 
we are responsible~ I have not heard any figures as to hoW 
6 
much art has come into this country since say the end of World·. 
1 War II, but in our own museum for instance the collections 
have doubled in size durinq that 25 year period; and we are 
9 now responsible for these works of art, for their conserva-
10 tion, for their preservation, for all time to comeo 
we not only have these works of art, but it is our 
. 12 responsibility to care for them. Therefore conservation is 
13 of utmost importance to art museums in this country. 
14 We also need funds to keep our doors open, to se.rVe 
15 the people who come in in every increasing numbers to enjoy 
iS and lear).1 from the American museums. . ' 
17 None of us want's or expects complete federal suppbrt; 
Art museums especially have traditionally been privately 
19 supported l.nstitutions.; This support should continue to be 
20 encouraged. 
21 r.t. can be stimulated through mai:chinq funds and 
22 federal funds. We t.Ai.erefore support s .. 796, the Museum 
23 services Act, because .:U: will increase the quality of life 
24 for all Ame:ricans by allowing .American museums better to serve 
25 the mi11.im1.s who visit us every yez.u: .. 
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We also support tha National Endo'W'lll.ent for the Arts 
and the Humanities.. I do not think it is a question of 
either/or, but the broad need for all if the people of our 
country are to be served in the way in which they should be 
by the museums of our countryo 
Senator Pello Thank you \rery muc::h Mr. Wittmanno 
I now ask Mr .. Porter if he would care to make a 
short statement. 
I want to say to all of you that if you want to 
have your statements appear in the record in full, this will 
be done, and you may just Slllth~arize. 
Mr .. Porter. Thank you 11 sir. I am Daniel Porter, 
director of the Ohio Historical Society, a non-profit corpora-
tion whioh administers 32 museums and historic restorations 
throughout Ohio including the state museum, with an annual 
operating budget this year of $3 million and a staff of 300 
serving approximately 2o75 million persons annuallyo 
I am here today attempting to represent the history 
museu.~s of the nation and hopefully to express the interest 
of these associations in the proposed Museum Services Act. 
I am also represen~~ng the .American Association for State and 
r.i0cal History of Nashville, Tennessee, on whioh association 
Council I am privileged to sit. 
Historical museums are the most numerous of all type 
25 of such inst:.itut.ions.. If Oh:to may be considered typical of 
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I the nation as a whole, as it is so often in testing new soap 
2 and oosmetio products, the following statistics are meaningful. 
3 Ohio has at present, excluding state assisted museums of the 
4 Ohio Historical society and federal museums, three natural 
5 history museums, ten art museums, and 103 historical museums, 
6 all Of a non-profit naturee 
1 History museums, while being the most numerous of 
8 all suoh associations, are certainly the poor relations of 
9 the muset.m\ world.. The combined annual operating budgets of 
20 Ohio's 103 private history museums do not begin t:o approach 
11 that of the ten art museums. I:t1 fact, the operating budqet 
12 of the Cleveland Art Museum nearly totals the combined budgets . 
13 of all the state's private histo~y museums. 
14 Of Ohio's 103 non-profit history m\.1seum associations ' 
15 only 15 have ons or more professional staff memberso The 
16 remainde:i:: · are administered by lay volunteers, trustees, and 
11 officers.. The programs of these volunteer institutions 
rn are hardly educational in thrust. Rather, the majority of 
19 these historical museums are shrines to pioneer ancestor 
20 worship.. They own ln many .1.nataneas unique and faluable 
2t collections, but these holdings are not properly utilized for 
22 public education nor are -they properly maintained .. 
23 I 24 
11 
25 
'! ! 
I 
This, then, Mr .. Chairman, brings me to the first 
point I wish to make concern:i.ng the Museum Services Act. 
The definition. of a musei;i;n contained t..1."lerein would immediately 
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eliminate from assistance under this act the vast majority 
of American museums which could he most profltably served 
by it. Respectfully, Mr. Chairman, I would like to re~est 
the deletion from the dief inition of museums given in the .bill 
the p~ase "utilizinq a professional staff." 
The most valuable aspect of this bill in my opinion 
is its potentiality in ~aisin9 the status of hun4reds of 
small history Jnuseume from shrines to educational inetit.\l.tions ; 
A small, unprofessional history museum having, as do most, 
an annual operatinq budget of from $5,000 to $15,000 could 
literally transform itself, could rise Phoenix-like from its 
t2 own ashes, with an $8,000 or $10,000 annual federal grant 
13 which would permit such museums to employ one professional 
14 staff member giving, thereby, new objective and purpose to 
15 its programs and excellent on-the-job training for be9inni09 
16 professionals. 
17 Until such museums receive that extra boost, they 
18 are forced to utilize 'their present private resources 
19 e~cclusi vely for building maintenance and repair, utilities, 
,',; 
20 and non-professio11a.l services required merely to keep their 
21 doors open. As museums are presently defined in this bill, 
2.'2 no hope, nc' means of attaining useful community service, oould 
23 be expaotedo 
24 !'F.'l'.". Chairman Q you percept:l·'irel::t :noted in your remark$ 
25 ilitroducd.ng ·this bill in th~'l Se.nat.!!i~ ·l:ha.t: the federal 9overnmen .; 
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has importantly assisted libraries to improve their services. 
Libraries a?'e for the mo$t part service organizations making 
available to broad s~nts to the public the creative 
efforts of a:uthor$ and the commercial productions of publisher•··~ 
Museums have a potential for even greater cultural service 
for they originate, document, as well u present knOW'ledge. 
They embrace in one instit~tion researchers, authors, arti•t•t 
scholars, editors, and librarians, an array of crea1:J.ve talent. 
no library can claim. 'l'hey are also publishers as well as 
creators of works of educational art -- exhibits. 
'l'he amounts of federal assistanee which this bill 
wou.ld authorize appear generous indeed. But wben one con-
13 aiders the deductions required to administer the act at. the 
14 federal level, then divides t.he amounts among the 50 stat.es, 
15 the sum is :atuc:h less daz~ling.. There will, then, be con""' 
16 side.table competition among · qtlal!fying museums for pieces of · 
t7 this federal largess which ~~ings me to a second comment on 
18 the bill, the manner by which it will be administered and 
19 largely for whom .. 
20 You have pointed out, Mr. Chairman, tb.e federal 
2t assista.nce which libraries ha.:ve been receivingq Each state, 
22 1: believe" has a state library or other official state aqency 
23 through which such federal assistance is funneled in an orderl 
24 fashion to individual libraries. 
25 No such competent organi;:;c.,ccio:n exi sta at the state 
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level for musewu.s. Many states, a majority, have state 
museums. But these institutions are largely anthropoloqically 
and historically oriented.. _ They are im:~apable of representin9 
art museums. 
Many states, inoludinq your own, Mr. Chairman, and 
C&lifornia, to cite but two examples, are without state 
xnuaewns. Bow then, may be asked, is it possible for the 
Department of Uealth, Education and Welfare ~ the Institute 
for the Improvement of Museum Services to funn~l federal 
grants to the multitude of individual museum organizations 
in the states Which desire this help? 
The National Endowment for the Arts solved this 
problem by fostering the creation of state arts councils to 
perform this services.. The Humanities Endowment deals pri-
marily with universities and through state-based programs 
under appointive committees~ 
How can, at the state level, this proposed museums 
assistance prog:r:a.t\l be ;llnplemented throt..'lgh HEW' which to date 
in its museum support prc9:r.ama .has dealt primarily with schOol 
boardfl? 
We cannot recommend the orea·tion of new state 
aqenaies for such a purpose. It would open a bucket of worms 
and would disrupt roles long since carv·ed out by state 
museurma.. A. cultural hat:.tle field woi\ld reznllt if still anothe 
level of state ,"1.ct:n:ln1str.stion were created to implement~ this 
,,, 
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bill .. 
It would appear that the alternative would aause 
another type of conflict, that of grantsmanship, played to 
the hilt. Each museum would be responsible for applying to 
the institute created under this bill for its fundso Thia 
qame of grantsmanship is a most dangerous and unequal one. 
Tlle lar~• museums with staffs of aooountanta and professionals 
Who are familiar with museum and bureaucratic jarqon have a, 
decided advantage in playing this deadly serious qame ove~ 
their smaller peerso 
Mr .. Chairman, with respect to whether or not new 
con21ruotion, rehabilitation and atmosphario conditioning 
should be included within this bill, we think as a general 
rule from our experience that the eaaieat kind of money 
museums can get is for the new building$, the brick and 
mortar money, and 0 secondly, for acquisitions, but you cannot 
put a plank on an operating budget~ 
There is not a small mu&t!u.in in t..he nation which can , 
wade throll9h and comply with complt!~t and often contradictory 
federal ~egulations. The Ohio Historical Society has three 
accountants on its regular staff aml with this expertise we 
are une.ble to fathom and comply with this unnecessary qobble"" 
degook thus denying federal :funds under other programs to 
which t~he Sooiety is legally entitlf.:d but can..."11.ot receive 
hecause tJf t-.he cost and difflc::ult.y of compliance with these 
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regulations on regulationso 
Federal agencies are qeared to working with their 
state counterparts.. Direct federal-private grantee programs 
are cumbersome and trap-laden for unwary racipientso 
!£ funds eventually appropriated by Congress to HEW 
are granted and audited in the same fashion as other such 
programs presently in existence, the intent of t.bis bill will 
be subverted in the favor of a few wealthy museums which 
o an purchase the exper·tise required to compete successfully 
in this jungle of qrantsmanshipo 
These, then are our concerns with thi$ bill. At 
the same tirue, I do not wish to imply that our enthusiasm for 
this bill is less than wholehearted. · Properly and equitably 
ad111inistered the program can spell, at a small fraction of 
the total cost of adml.nistering the nation• s museums, the· 
difference between mediocrity or e~cellence .. 
And in no·way can the provisions of this act be more 
beneficial than in raising the levels of performance, even 
the very tenor and direction of small museum programs, from 
the an.t.iquaz·ian to the educational, from moldy shrines to 
.21 modern, educationally-oriented institutions. 
22 The key to 'the success of this proposed proqram will '. 
23 rest in the hands of the Insti·tute created by the bill.. If 
24 Presidential. a.ppointments to the Boeird are truly represen.ta-
25 tive of the museum w·orld o.nd :tf the mode of administering 
. ,.' · .. :; 
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1 grants is removed from the fadera1~0tate partnership which 
exists for most other federal assistance programs, rather than 
3 the creation of a new museum bureaucracy in each state, this 
4 act can have a measurably positive effect upon the public 
5 usefulness of the natioh's nmseumse 
Yet, the key to success or failure of this program 
7 lies with Congress and its ultimate fundinq at the full level 
of authorization provided J.n the bill, and in HEW which, with 
9 the Institute, will either make or break tb.e bill's intent 
10 by the system they devise for its administration~ 
F.edei:al fund.a, dna11led like carrots on a string-
12 before recalcitrant beneficiaries, have proven effective mean 
13 of: raising standards of performance and excellence, if, and 
14 I Glitphasize the conditionality, auch programs are administerEa.d -
15 in conformity t.o the intent of Congrress and the betterment . 
. ·,! 
16 of recipient programs within a broad, flexible framework 
. i 
17 crafted to encourage diversity, e]tperimen'.t;ation, and crea- .-: .. ;. i , .. 
t8 tivity rather t'.lla..11 conformity or ur.d.formity conceived and 
19 imposed by ·t.he federal :museum establishment in WAshin9ton. · · ·' 
• • 1 • 
2.0 Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, for your 
21 patient receipt of these reinarka. 
Senator Pell.. Thank J.'"OU very much.. our next 
23 witness is Philip s .. Humphrey, Executivt! Secretary, Assoaia• · ; · 
24 tion of Sy:-;;tema.tics Collections, and maybe 'he will tell me 
25 what Syat.em.atic's Colle~':!tioru.;; means,, 
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Mr. Humphrey. I will, sir. 
Mro Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear 
before the Special Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities today 
in support. of the Museum Services Acto I appau as Interim 
Secretary of the Association of Syatematios Collectionsa 
-The Associati9n I represent is a group of 'tl\useums 
and other institutions housing collections of natural history 
specimens which tog-ether comprise a major national resource. 
The AssociatiOlli a new organization, has after One 
year a mem.berahip of forty-three institutions, of which forty . 
at.re in the United States; t.'le t)ther three are Cana.diano The:re · 
a.re in the United S·tate$ approximately 500 such institutions' 
with an estimated 150 to 200 million biological specimens 
through ayst.ematias coll.actions. About aiqhty per cent of 
these specimens are housed in the collections of ASC member · 
These collecjtions are the only permanent record of 
the million and a half presently known species of plants and .· - ·. 0 
animals of the world. They are used for scientific and educa-- -·' 
tional purposes and'regularly are made available to the 
public or aqencies of the public throuqh the provision of 
applied soientif ic and educatit:>n.al services, which usually· · 
but not always include pilbl.ic exhibits o 
at the rate of 1 pe.r cent to 2 pet: cent per year; one and 
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one-half to four million specimens are added to the collec• 
tione annually, While part of .:t:b;ls g:rowth is the natural out-
come of tbe continuing scientific inventory of the plant and 
animal life of the world, a qreat deal is the direct result. 
of the performance of services for the federa1 ~overnment and 
other a;enoies of the publico 
This continued qrowth has grave implications for 
syst.enlatics collections,, many of which already are overcrowded : 
understaffed, and housed in ancient. buildinqs requirinq major 
renovations and increased space. 
Systematics collections and t.heir x-elated scientific· · 
research represent the ultimate basi.s for all the educational 
and other services which are increa~i§led by the public 
from natural history museums. Yet the collections themselves, 
inadequately housed and cared for, a::ce becoming rapidly less 
and less accessible. 
When the resources of an institution. already are 
ma:rqinal, balancing the f·isca1 requirements of educational .·. ~· 
19 and other services aqainst those of the 9rowin9 collections 
20 is an increasingly difficult task. 
.. •; 
21 The goal of ASC me:.l'dber i.nstitutions housinq syst.ema.t 'cs · 
22. oollecti.ons ia to develop these collections into a more 
23 effective national resource, responsive to the needs of 
24 sciemoe, a.ppl.ied scien<:.?e, and education at all levels. 
25 G.:Lve:n skyrocket.ins: cr::HiPcs .. the increasi11q demand for 
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services, and the added. burden of continued growt-..Jl of the 
collectionse the problems affecting the nation's systematics 
collections inevitably become worse every year and the 
solutions more difficult and expensive to implement. 
What are the problems? There a.re two kind .. s: 
Pirst, those which for the most part could be solved 
cooperatively by the people directly responsible for the 
collect.ions, i .. e .. ,, problems of inadequate information, 
inadequate standards, ,and inadequate management. 
Secon.¢1, those which could be solved by increased 
support from federal and other sources, i. e., problems of 
inadequate spa.oe, personnel, equipment, library, and other 
resources to operate the ·collections, and inadequate services··· 
to the public .. 
Tbe problems of institu·i:.ions responsible for the 
nationts systematics collections and the essential services 
they provide have been addressed inseveral studies, copies 
of which I submit to ·the Subcommittee .. 
- '!'he systematic biology collections of the United 
States.. An essential resow::ceo Part Io -- The great 
;·. 
~' . 
'. 
' 
L·. 
" ' 
collectionsi Their nature, importance, condition and future .. 
New York Botanical Garden, New York. 33 p.. t"Steere Report" J. 
- Systematics in support of biological research .. 
Division of Biology and Agriculture of the National Research 
Council# 19700 Washington6 D~ C~ 25 Po ["Michener Report"] 
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- Systematic biology~ A survey of fecleral programs 
and needs.. Panel on Systematics and·'l'axonomy of the Federal 
Council for Science and Technology, Office of Science and 
'l'echnol091, .Executive Office of the President. 1969 .. 
Washing't.on, D. c. 106 p. ["Post Repor~"l 
ln addition, ·a. report on "The Life Sciences," 
issued by the 1'iational Academy of Sciences, stated thats 
The natural history museums of the unii:ed 
States constitute an invaluabl~ and lonq-neqleoted 
resource for public education and research. (p. SO) 
Systematics collections of plants and animals 
are the only pet.'1lUment record of the earth's biota; 
i4~d the specialized libraries.attached to these 
collections are the written record of th~ earth's 
natural history. The financial needs of the 
systematics collections are relatively small com" 
17 pared to the sums currently spent for facilities 
i8 in other bremches of science. The major systematic 
19 biological collections are national assets and 
20 should be treated. as such; many of them desperately 
21 need help 11ow·. (Pro.g(S)S 354-356) 
22 I cite the Maticnal Academy report today simply to 
23 emphasize the national impor.·l.:ance of these collections and 
24 the need for the kin.d of r:iid contempalted through the Museum 
25 Sex·vices Act by the ;l~nstitu:tio:nal i:nembers of the Association ot 
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Systematic$ Collectionso 
Mr. Chairmanv the museums of .. the United States are 
one of our nation's most precious resources~ 'l'hey have been 
generously supported by private philanth.J:opy and by local 
tax sources.. We feel that it is now time fo+ :the federal 
qovexnment to begin to assume a modest portion of the 
operating costs of these institutions that serve a constitue 
fax- beyond local and state bOundaries. 
I am grateful for the opportunity to speak in 
support of s. 7960 
Senator Pell.. We will ha very happy to review 
these reports that you ment:loned, and if possible place parts 
of them in the record .. 
(:Reports referred to follow:) 
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Senator Pell. For my own education, Systematics 
Colleotiona is what we used to call natural history musewv.s 
with rooks and samples of geologic matter? 
Mr .. Humphrey. Yes sir.. They are in the oont~t 
of thie report scientif io oolleotions of plants and animaliil 
represented in our own c;reat Smithsonian Institute, for 
example; in the Natural History Museum ... 
Senato&- Pell. This is one of the thinqs this hear-
ing br0t19ht out yestercmy when we llad the problems in my own 
state e.h.owin9 the three different mueeums, the large univer-
sity museum, ~elatively larqe for use the State Historical 
Society, and then systematics collect.ions which I must. say 
have the Sl'\lallest operating budqet. of any association, I think• 
$50000 a year.. Would the'4t be about the smallest? 
Mr. Humphrey., I do not im.derstand your question, 
sir .. 
Senator Pell.. · I was asking whether or not that 
would be the smallest budget of any not count.in9 the salaries. 
It's total operatinq budget was $5,000 a yearn 
Mr .. Humphrey.··· I would imagine in some universities 
and oolleges s~rstematias collections opera.ting bud9et would 
be substantially less than $5 p ooo a year, havinq the peculiar · 
si tua.tion of 1~"1'1ll ova:rh:aad being provided by the university as 
it were .. 
Sraneztt:>r Pell.. ! gues~:; t.he fine arts cannot have the · 
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same economy of operation you do. 
I would like to ask each of you this questiono 
What·do you see as the greatest ainqle ~ed? Where do you 
think the subcommittee should focus? What is the need for 
your constituency? 
First I would like to ask Mr., Wittmann. 
Mr. Wittmann. I think our greatest single need 
probably is for the conservation f o~ the works of art which 
have come into this country. We need to take care of these: 
great assets which belong to us .. 
\ 
That would be followed very closely by the .renowtio l 
of the buildinqs. 
· Senator Pell.. Would you say that the rate of 
erosion of works of art exceeds the supply of acquisitions 
from outside of the United States, or is it about in balance? 
Mr. Wittmann.. I think there is an erosion of works 
17 of art. Any physical thing deteriorates at all times, and 
18 the fact that we are acqui.ring so many additional works cf 
19 art in this country only br.i.nqs to us the responsibility 
20 of caring for these larger numbers of works of art .. 
21 I don't think any of us is quite aware yet of the 
great numbers of works of a.rt :for which we are responsible, 
?.3 not only for our own time but for the time of our children 
and the future .. 
Here are great assets which mus·t be preserved, and 
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they do dete:riorate, and they must be caJ:ed for. Every work 
of art.# for inst.a.nee, needs some kind of attention. You Will 
heai' later testimony that will be much more important than 
m:lne, but I woul.d think any major work of art has to have 
som.et.b.ing' done to it every 50 years. You must revise 1t, 
realign it, just take care of it.. :t am speakinq of paintings. 
Senator Pell. Thia applies not only to paintings 
and to sculpture but I know even to the cannono 
Mr. Wittmann.. That is •xaatly right.. Any kind of 
physical material deteriorates. Every museum has this same 
kind of problem. I am no·t speaking only for the art museums. 
Senator Pell.. Another philosophical question iss 
What do you consider your responsibility as m~sewn director 
if you find you have a work of art that was received im-
properly? 
What would. be your \dew as a museum director if 
you found that your collection contained a piece that bad been 
illeqally acquired or $tOlen and had been in your pc:>ssession, 
and you had acquired it innocently? 
Mro Wittmann.. That is a oa."'llplioated question.. If 
2t the work of art were stolen, I suppose it should be returned., 
22 It is never quite as clear as that .. 
23 For instance the work of art that wae taken during 
U the war by smneone, and tJ1em res,.,ld ~· and we bought it in good . 
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I think in most oases the museum would try to see 
these a:re returhed where they belonqo The question is how 
we can interpret. this illegal acquisition which is a very 
different f ieldo Xt involves not only our own laws but laws 
of other countrieso 
Senator Pell. I would like to ask Mro Porter what 
he would think as being the principal need .. 
Mr. Porter. Mr. Chairman, in the History Museum 
world the greatest need is mnall additional increments of 
funds for the operating budqat to provide for professional 
staff where it does not exist or where such staff are in-
sufficient to conduct basic programs and thereby properly 
oonserve, maintain and present collections .. 
Senator 'Pell.. Dr. Humphrey, What would be your 
Mr1:1 Humphrey., Senator Pell, I find it a little 
difficult to answer,t.he quest.ion precisely in terms of new 
buildinqs versus additional operatin9 budqet., and this soi-t· 
of thing, becauee as one goes from one part. of the ceunt;ry · · · 
to another and looks at the problems of different museums, 
ll'OU find some of them need desperately new or renovated 
space, whi.le others naed a.ssiatcu&ca with operating budgets ;'I· 
or with additional st...'ll:ff .. · 
I find n1y.se~lf impressed with the Museums Services· 
Act he~.:ause it covers most of these things.. I find the only 
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thing it leaves out that I would like to be in there is 
end ma 2. 
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actual J\\Onies for construction and renovation of space. 
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Senator Pell. Another thought I have had is 
that possibly this is where I have been remiss, Wearing 
another hat as I wear as chai%1Uan of the Education Sub-
committ:eeo Maybe we ought to have tied museums more into 
the educational process so that state$ would do what is 
done in my st~te where all the students will 90 throu9h 
the museum at least one day. 
You have proqrams of that sort in your area? 
Does every student in Toledo go as a matter of course to 
the Toledo art museum before he or she 9raduates1· -
Mr .. Wittmann.. Yes.. We have worked with the 
public school system of Toledo for four years, and with as 
many small towns around us. I would guess not everyone 
comes, but that close to 90 per cent of the children come, 
but they come for more than one trip. 
Usually they cmne six times durinq the yeat and 
study in our museum what they are studying in school. It 
is a closely related programo 
When they are studying American history, they 
come and look at the American paintings ln our museum, and 
they are talked to along these lines. So the whole thing 
is tied in very carefullyo 
Of cou,rse in a st.!Jlte like Oh1o we have-many 
museWtlsd We cannot do t.hls f.or the entire state as you can 
iA'l your state, but Cleveland does the same thing, and I am 
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sure Cincinnati does, and other parts of the state of Ohio .. 
Senator Pell.. Mr .. Porter .. 
Mr. Porter. The Ohio Historical Society serves 
approximately 500,000 school children in organized qroups 
per year. In addition we work with the State Depart.ltt$nt 
of Education in preparinq teaching materials coordinated 
with the curriculum. \'1hich is most important • 
But the biqgest reason why museums have not been 
considered in my opinion educational institutions !s the 
fact that they are non-deqree granting, and until they 
give degrE1es they cannot be generally considered truly an 
educational institution, preparing students armed with a 
diploma for a lifetime of work. 
Senator Pell. You have aome other aspects t.h~t 
are educational. Although it is not degree granting in 
athletics, yet it. is one of the cycles to whi.ch the student 
is expected to 90, and perhaps we should make sure every 
student before receiving a degree goes through this exposure. 
Mr .. Porter.. Yes, but the musaUDl role in this is 
an ancillary role, it is not a prima.ey role, because the 
museum does not grant the degree. 
Senator Pell. Mr .. H1..1mphrey .. 
Mro Hw:r~hrey~ I might comn'\Snt on this series of 
r(-Jmarks because at the Univ·ers.:i.t.y of Kansas Museum of 
Natural Hi.story i_ t irfi a. nond·degree gr.anting di vision of the 
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uni vend ty o We nevertheless consider ourselves an educa.-
tional resource in the town of Lawrence, Kansas, and I may 
say this has become increasinqly important not only for our 
own museum of natural histoxy but for many others throughout 
the countryo 
At the University of Kansas Natural History from 
fiscal year 1967 to this year we have had a 700 per cent 
increase in the school services programs, formal ones which 
we have offered to the local school children. 
I think part of this is directly related to the 
·increasing concern for environmental quality and increasing 
emphasis in the public schools on science education, and I 
think this is a matter where pressures of public expression 
are increasing throughout the country .. 
Sena·tor Pell. I thank all of you very much in-
deed.. If any of you have any further thouqhts afterwards, 
feel free to aubmit them, and they will become part of the 
record. 
Our next wit.ness is Ewald Nyquist, Conmrl.ssioner, 
Department of Education of New York State, an old friend of 
this comr.ni t.tee and. others who deal wi t.h education. 
Wo11ld you introduce those who are accompanying you .. 
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STATEMENT OF EWALD B. NYQUIST, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSI'l'Y OF THE 
STATE OF NEW YORK, COMMISSIOUER. OF EDUCATION; ACCOMPANIED 
BY N.C .. FRITZINGER, P. ALISTAIR MACKINNON AND CA.ru«>LL LINDSAY 
Senator ·Pell. We arQ under considerable time con-
straints, so that if you would like to have your statement 
included in the record, it will appear in its entirety, and 
you may summarize. 
Mr1) Nyquist. I believe my statement will answer 
some of the questions that you have raised. 
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I 
am Ewald B. Nyquist, President of the University of the State 
of New York and Commissioner of Education. X am·9rateful 
for the opportunity of appearing before your subcommittee 
to testify on the role of museums in the educational system, 
certain problems which they confront, and more particularly, 
the Museum Services Act, S. 796 .. 
on June 19, 1956, when PreSJident. Eisenhower 
signed the Library Services Act (Public Law 597, 84th Con-
gress), he stated in part, "It shows promise of leading to 
a significant enrichment of the lives of millions of Ameri-
cans ., • ,,u This program, now called t.he Library Services 
and Const.ruction Act, is serving us wello There is a need 
to view our educational resources a~ a macro-educational 
system extending far beyond the formal educational agencies 
of school e:.nd colleg6s.. It includes, in addition to our 
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1 public libraries -- musetnns, performing arts centers, his-
2 torical societies, research laboratories, radio, televisionq 
3' VISTA, the Peace Corps -- and much more~ One believe of 
4 mine is that we must not confuse learning with education or 
5 education with schoolirl9'. 
6 The majority of cultural institutions are vie-
7 timized by their own success; they are faced by a rapidly 
8 rising clientele without a commensurate increase in 
9 financial support. In three decades, museum visits nation-
10 wide have increased 1400 per cent, from 50 million annually 
11 to 700 m:lllion. In fiscal year 1971, the over 100 museums 
12 in New York State received 27 million visitso In the same 
13 period, almost five million visits ware made by students 
14 to musewns as a part of organized school groups. Further-
ts more, these museums provided organized services to over 
16 900,000 persons through their various adult education pro-
~1 
18 A recent study in New York entitled, "Arts aud 
19 the People -- A survey of Public Attitudes and Participation 
20 in the Arts and Culture in New York Staten, points out that 
21 not only the rich or the highly educated value and esteem 
22 I § 
23 I 
24 ~ i. !j 
?.5. 
'I 
l q 
' 
our cultural institutions.. But, these feelings are shared 
by many people up and down th.a economic scale and in every 
region of the state.. According to the study, the public 
wan-t.s mol:e cultural faci.litiea in their neighborhoods and 
find t.he:l:t: lack of f3uch facilitieE; a major problem, 
I 
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outranking such highly publicized. issues as inadequate 
2 housing, poor schools, and insufficient parkso The strongest 
3 dissatisfaction was expressed by non-white interviewees, a 
4 full 72 per cent of whom criticized this deficiency. 
s There are two purposes to education: pne is to 
6 help young people learn a living, career preparation, if 
1 you will, and secondly, to help people learn how to live a 
8 life: a creative, senstitive, and humane lifeo Or, 
9 stated another way, as a famous man once said: The primary 
10 pupose of education is not to teach you to earn your bread, 
t 1 but to make every mouthful sweeter v 
f 2 ~ Just as the Hebrew sa9es have claimed that man 
13 does not live by bread alor1e -- thus emphasizing to us that 
11r·' , ,, we live by ideals and spiritual renewal and values -- so 
15 have they also remarked that were there is no bread there is 
1~ no Torah -- thus reminding us that we must also be practi-
17 cal, that there are practioulities which must limit our 
ta i,dealists o 
'i9 The recoqni tion t.hat museums are indeed so great 
20 an educational resource leads at once to concern for their 
2'i present and future financic<l and program stability. His-
22 toricallyv museums have depended upon private philant..~ropy, 
z~ but for rt variety of :i:easons, . this som:ce of funds is no 
24 longer sufficient& Even ~he Smithsonian Institution, 
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representative of our cultural institutions, was initiated 
by private phila.nt.hropy. 
I11 New York State, and this is true throughout 
the United States, the great.es·t source of public funds 
available to museums is from local government, that is 
from towns, cities and counties. In proportion to the total 
budget of museums, state funds in New York, as elsewhere, 
are a small factor in their operationsQ This is the case 
in spite of the fact that New York State devotes more state 
money to museum support than any other state and has for 
several years been a recognized( leader in the state support 
of cultural activitieso 
,.. 
In New York State, local government funds cover 
about 20 per cent of the operating costs of museums. State 
funds distributed through the New York State Council on the 
Arts provide about three per cent of the total operating 
costs of the st.at.e's museums and the two national endow-
ments contributed an additional two per cento Thus, about 
three-quarters of the operating costs of museums must be 
met from private sources or from income derived from museum 
activitiea .. 
The billr the Museum Services Act, points out a 
special need as did t..11.e Library Services Act.. State and 
local gov~rruoont. finances are being stretched t.o assist .. 
Present fedf.~ral mechanism21 through the endowments and other 
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programs are being of little additional assistanaeo I must 
question whether yet anot..her Institute in the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare will help to achieve a co-
hesive approach to easing the financial burden borne by 
museusmo Rather, we need to make -- as I like to say -- a 
"mesh" of things. 
Albert Einstein said, Things should be a simple 
as possible, but not one bit simplero 
Whatever the nature and amount of government 
assistance to museums, the fact remains that museums must 
have additional funds if they are to maintain an adequate 
level of operational and progra..~ activity. The financial 
support required to meet the need will have to come from 
all levels of government as well a.a pr.i.vate sources. 
Ideally, :these addit.ional funds should be directed first to 
aiding museums to maintain or improve t.heir basic operationsQ 
A recent and exhaustive study of museums in new 
York conducted by an affiliate of Louis Harris Associates 
clearly $hews that the first and most urgent need. is for 
larger and more qualified staffing; second is the need for 
2i more space and physical facilities.. In third place is the 
251 
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need for more programso 
The New Yo1:k State Education Department e.nd the 
Board of Regen.ts have been. aware for some tlme of the pro-
blemE$ I have noted here., that :ts of the mismatch between the 
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public use and the public support of museums, and of the 
need to close the widening gap between operational require-
ments and the funds available. In January of this year, I 
d~scrib$d this problem to the New York State Commission on 
cultural Resources and also directed the staff of the State 
Education Department to prepare a plan to help meet these 
museum needs. Such a pl&n has been developed in close 
cooperation with the New York State Association of Museums. 
Essentially, this plan provides for state funds 
for properly registered and accredited museums in porpor-
tion to the amount of their net operating income exclusive 
of any local, state, of federal funds already ree$ived by 
the museusm. The tot.al sum involved in this plan ($5,000 
annually) would amount to sight per cent of the total 
e>pe.t'atin9 income of t.he museums raised from all private 
sources.. This would be an important step forwarct, and has 
the unanimous support; not surprisingly, of the museums in 
the state. 
This plan to provide continuing operating support, 
as distinct from project a.i.d, is similar t.o a system which 
in New York State has provided state funds for the operation 
of libraries for 23 years and a more recent plan of the 
same sort to provide operating aid to educational television 
stat:iont;.. Ths library aid progrEun bas proved very success-
ful, and there i~ every reaaon to anticipate success for 
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the museum plan if it were to be adopted by the state 
government. 
New York State, first through the Council on the 
Arts and now in addition in the form of the Regents Pro-
posal, is striving to meet its obliqationo·· However. broad 
federal support will be requ:i.red. if museums are t.o play 
their full educational role. We believe that the benefits 
of muselllftll are shared by all the people and by all levels 
of government alike, and therefore, all must share in the 
responsibility for their continued performanceo 
The aid programs of the National Endowments for 
the Arts and for the Hwnanitiesg particularly the former, 
are assisting museums to carry out specific programs. A 
limited amount of National Endowments for the Arts support 
does go toward projects which relate to basic museum 
operational needso The muounts a.vailable for this purpose 
' are ho-~ever insufficient to the need. 
Thus, I want to express my firm support of the 
intent and general provisions of this proposed legislation, 
at the federal level, as being directed toward an unsatis-
fied need. Speaking on behalf of the Regents and the State 
Educ:ation Department, I have repeatedly expressed our con-
cern. for the availability and quality of education ex-
per:tences that transcend formal J.earning o Because museums 
are essential to a ::~ull and balanced education, ways and means 
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must be found to asaist th~..m to develop exhibit programs, 
pxofaseional staff and modeJ:n methods as well as suff ic!ent 
facilities. We believe that the major current need is to 
improve the routine operational competence of museums 
throuqh.public financial support. S.796 can produce a 
signific.an.t and lasting- benefit in this area .. 
I am qoinq to skip the closing, but I would like 
to ask that a position paper entitled "culture and Educa-
tion,pissued by the New York State Board of Regents in 
January of this year, be made a part. of the record .. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman,, 
Senator Pell.. Thank you very much indeedo I am 
going to ask this question at the request of Senator Javits 
who regretted very much that he was not able to be here to 
welcome you as a fellow New Yorker to the hearingo 
On paqe 4 of your testimony you question yet 
another institute in the Departmen·t. of Heal th~ Education 
and Welfare being created. 
As you may know, I mys€:1lf have some doubts about 
this being the logical place for it. Do you have any 
a 
other thoughts as to where it could find/happy resting 
place .. 
Mr., Nyqui.at.. Let me say this. I tJlink it could 
become a part of the Education Divisiono You have the 
Libreu.~'1' Serv1cati and Con~titUction l\ct.. You have the 
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National Institute of Educationo It might becorr~ a part 
of the Cultural Council. This program could be added in 
that area. 
Senator Pell. My question concerns your re-
action to another idea that I advanced.yesterday which is 
perhaps the l09ical place for it would be· as a small divi-
sion within the Smithsonian institutiono What would be 
your reaction to that? 
They have complet..e lack of enthusiasm for the 
idea11 but it seemed to me there might be some loqic behind 
it .. 
Mr. Nyquist. Let me take a look at your bille 
I think related thinqs ought to stick togethero 
The purpose of your bill is to encourage and 
assist museums in their educational role in conjunction with 
the f<>.t'lnal systems of elementary, secondary and post secon-
dary education, and with proqrams of formal education of 
all age qroups .. 
yours .. 
I think my 11ug9est.ion ia much more loqical than 
Senator Pell., Because it ties in with education? 
Mr. Nyquist. Yes .. 
Museums are considered a frill and the first thing 
that goes :ln the school system is art and music in the 
elementary grades, and I think we are going to have to tie 
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ther.:1 closer· if we are really going to qet t;}le educational 
benefit from theme 
Senator Pell .. What. do you'think·of the idea of 
~king more use of the museums in the education processes 
of our country, now makinq it. as a matter of course that at: 
sow~ point '1n high school students would 90 throuqh museusns? 
Mr .. Nyquiot... Very much. I am going to get out. 
a position paper in the fall and have a large conference 
with the elementary and secondary school system in our 750 
districts ib which we are going ta talk abOut optional 
learning environments, that is getting the kids out into 
the community resources a,s part of their education .. 
Of course we do a lot of that now. I mentioned 
we have five million kids coming to museums now.. I do not 
know what proportio11 comes into our st.ate museum, but we 
have an educational program in the state museum, and to 
show how it is tied up with education, part of the funds 
from Title V which come to the department to strengthen 
state education qo to the support of that educational pro-
gram in our state museum • 
Senator Pell.. Thank you very much. 
Also, on behalf of Senator Javits, I have another 
question that was submitted in connection with the state-. 
ment of. a previous wi tnee:s to the ef feet. of the importance 
of the statea3 playing a role.. Do you see in our bill a 
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I need for a provision officially directe.d toward the state's 
2 trying to cut this in more? 
3 Mr. Nyquis'i:.o Yes, I can envisage an improvement 
4 there by makinq qrants .to states in designated agencieso 
5 I know very well our department could vary well handle 
6 administration of such a procp:runo It could be perhaps on 
1 a matching basis, although I would be generous with the 
- ~ --
8 states at first in order to get them· off the qroundo 
s Senator Pell. I thank you very much indeed. 
10 Our next witness is Mr. Walter Robinson, Vice 
HI Chairman of the Board and Treasurer, Minneapolis Society 
12' of Fine Art.so Your statement may be put in the record in 
13 full if you care to digest ito 
14 STATEMENT OF WALTER ROBINSON, VICE CH..l\IRMAN OF 'l1HE BOARD, 
15 : AN·D TREASURER, MINNEAPOLIS SOCIETY OF FINE ARTS 
16' Mr .. Robinson. Yes. I filed a written:st.atement, 
17 and in view of soma of the testimony I have heard here to-
18 day, I would like to just focus on one or two points which 
19 I feel should be further emphasized .. 
20 I think the Minneapolis Institute of Arts aerves 
21 as an example of a museum that has responded to public de-
22 mands for educational programs. For example, last year 
23 47 per cent of the budget was devoted to programs which I 
24 would term of an educational nature .. 
25 1: out.lined in t..he writ.ten statement the rather 
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f broad spectrum of programs, and I would like to emphasize 
2 here that these proqrams are not toitsn activities, but they 
3 are deeply !.nvolved in the fabric of the community. 
4 Sowev$r, the point I would like to make today is 
5 that there are qreat budget implications. I think most. 
6 museums are deeply concerned in maintaining a si9nif icant 
7 educati.onal thrust.. However, they must weigh the priority 
a programs aqEtinst. other vital concerns .. 
9 In our case I know we have to fund a great deal 
10 of the programs from private sources. There is a constant 
scrambling among corporate foundat:tons, individual con-
tributions t.o fund these programs .. 
13 When we elec:.:t.ed this programa.tic thrust some years 
14 ago we had to come to a rath,.ar desperate decision about 
15 four years ago as to whether we would continue the programs 
at the expense of running deficit operations. 
17 We felt that perhaps if we could erect a very 
ta strong fundamental development organization to raise funds 
19 to pay for these programs, we felt that we could take that 
20 course rather than to cut back, and we did run for several 
2i years rather large deficit..s which netted an invasion of the 
22 principal sum of our mambership endowments., 
.. ~ ' . . . .. , 
We are now engaged in zero budgeting planning, 
24 which meang we have to cut. back on some of the programs. 
25 So that. I ff.;·el in our own cai:;e it ie an illustration that 
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museturiS really have a problem of meeting all the demands 
that are made upon them. 
Today as we know the major items are personnel 
and services which are prime victims of inflation. Museum 
salaries are not competitive with institutions of higher 
learnin9, therefore the dollar must be spread rather thinly 
among pro9rams for proper facilities# scholarship, research, 
aonservat.J.on, and display of collections. 
I think we all in this room realize that. museUlllS 
are conditioned to operating on minimum budqets. However, 
the increase in costs we witnessed recently have just 
chanqed the whole plan for museums which is not fully 
understood by the public who utilize the museums and sup-
port t.hem. 
However, I think the museums are probably to 
blame themselves~ I think they have been far too reticent 
in communicating to ~..he public and to others their deficit 
operation problems. 
Just very briefly I would like to touch on one 
other matt.er which affects us at. the moment, and that. is 
outmoded museum atructureso 
Our museum certainly, like many others, was exeoted, 
const:ruct.ed, in the early part of the century, and presents 
problems of :lnauff:leient and inappropriate spaceo I say 
inappropr:i.at.e space today beca'llSe ·today we have a whole new 
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set of environment to protect the works of art, we have a 
whole new set of problems from our vast educational proqramso 
The buildings were never oonstruc:t.ed with these in mindo 
I Increased attendance creates constant problems. 
In our case QUr museum attendance has tripled in the last 
nine years, and of course we all wish to adapt to the new 
t.echnolo9!es for the display of works of arto 
I think in viewing the programs that I mentioned 
in the writt..en report we must recognize one other thing, 
that there is a limit to the amount of activities that can 
take place outside the building~ 
We.have a lot of activities conducted in this 
manner, but after all the art collection ie the primary 
source, and many of us cannot thrive for very obvious 
reasons. 
In our case we have an over 60 year old buildingD 
We had to keep pace with the community, and we have started 
a remodeling expansion program. I do not need to dwell on 
the subject of the high cost of building museum facilities 
and in•:::orporatinq modern technology. 
I am also sure that members of the committee are 
aware that most of major foundation~ are not interested in 
funding bricks and mortar, and therefore we have been facing 
this problem ourselves quitu drama~ioally to us anyway. 
Therefore it is in this cont.a::<t that the 
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I Minnsapolis Society of Fine Arts gives strong endorsement 
2 to the pasaaqe of the museum aerylces act designed t.o fur-
3 nish dollars to be translated into benefit far beyond the 
. 
4 monertlAX"J value and benefits which we believe will enrich 
5 many generations to come. 
Senator Pell.. ? thank you very much inde$d. I 
7 must say the Minneapolis Society has taken a leading role 
8 in tr.lltese works. Senator Mondale is a member of this sub-
9 committee, and I am .aure you have been in contact with the 
10 
u· whole program. 
12 I think we should move on to the next witness 
t3 because of the exigencies of time, Mr .. Robert Lunney, 
i4 Direct.or, New Jersey Historical Society. 
15 I would like"· to e~t.end to you on behalf of the 
16 chairman of our full oom:mit~e, Senator Williams, a hearty 
17 welcome. We are delighted that. you are hereo 
ts I would also like to ask Mr. Duncan Cameron and 
19 Mr •• ::rosepb P. 0°Doherty t.o come forward and sit at the 
20 
21 
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1 STA'Ji~:EMENT OF ROBERT M .. rjtmtNEY., DIRECTOR, NEW JERSEY 
2. HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
3 Mr. Luxmay. senator Pell and members of the 
4 . Subc.:ommi ttee on Arts and Human! ties, the opportunity to 
5 appeiar before your committee as a. representative of the 
:·:: ·~ 
.~ ,· ~ > ·, 
;·'6. New Jersey Historical society to testify on behalf of the 
7 Museum Services Act, S.796, is qreatly appreciated. It is 
8 particularly so at this time when the Society is about to 
9 reopen its renovated headquarters in Newarko 
10 Throuqh the 9enerous gifts of members, trustees 
u and friends -- indi,r!dual and corporate ·~- and aided by 
12 substantial qrants from foundations and one from the 
13 National Endowment for the Arts, the 42 year old building, 
14 constructed for our purposes, has been brouqht up to date 
15 with temperature and humidity control, other improvements 
16 and modern equipment. at a cost of three quarters of a million 
11 dollars. With the new facilities, the society now looks 
18 forward to establishing a far more effective museum proqram 
19 for far greater numbers than ever before. 
20 Pounded in 1845 as a private, non-profit orqani-
21 zation, the New Jersey Historical Society still,derives 
22 practically all of its support from private sources, like 
23 the other old-line societies along the Atlantic seaboarde 
24 In 1845 e>.nd for many years thereafter~ 'interest 
25 centered on collecting library materials, especially those 
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pertaining to the colonial period of the state's history .. 
A publications proqrcun was similarly oriented. As time 
passed, however, the Society also acquired portraits, 
land~capes and fine furniture, mainly through giftsu among 
the first of which was a Gilbert Stuart portrait of Aaron 
Burr.. These pieces composed the "cabinet,w as the museum 
was then called" which for years wa.s incidental to the 
library and the publications of the institution.. . 
But now both our library and musamn collections 
have grown to become the largest and most important anywhere 
devoted exclusively to Hew Jersey history. 'l'hey are es-
sential sources for any researcher specializing in this 
field of American history. 
In 1931 the Socf.ety moved into its present home, 
after conductinq a building campaign initiated -- fat.efu+ly 
-- in January of 1929. This fine headquarters, especially 
designed for the Society•s purpose, houses the Society's 
four substantive operations: the museum, the library and 
the publications and education departments.. We are es-
pecially concerned here with the nntsenm. and its relationship 
to the ot.her three depart1nents. 
Twenty years later -- in 1950 -- the t~stees of 
the Society, recoqnizing that they could no lonqer continue 
the restricted .activity of decades past if the Society was 
to becort\e a truly statewide historical society, invited 
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Dr. Edward Po Alexander, past Vice President of Colonial 
Williamsburg, to survey t.he entire organization and recommend 
the direct.ion it should tak. one result amonq many was 
the appointment. of th• first professional director; another 
was the broadening of its appeal by holding populat annual 
historical conferences in conjunction with local societies 
throughout t:he state. 
These additional activities would atrenqthen and 
translate into meaningful action the purposes set forth by 
the founders in the Society 0 s constitution of 1845: 
• .... to discover, p1:o<Nre and preserve whatever 
relates to any department of the history of New Jersey, 
natural, civil, literary or ecclesiastical; and generally 
of other portions of the United Statese~ 
The new policy also embraced the dissemination of 
the Society's accumulated knowledge aDd. interpretation of 
its collections to all citizens: the scholar, the layman 
and the school ehildo 
The historical museum is one link with our past, 
and a great teacher. Nothing appeals more to man than to 
be recognized as a part of a group, both past and present .. 
Especially in these difficult times, establishinq and recog-
nizing the roots and ties of all people is of greatest im-
portance. Museums can play a decimive role in this effort. 
The trustees of the Society, considering further 
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how best. to serve the public, made two important decisioru1. 
One was to continue Society headquart..ers on in Newarko The 
other was to renovate this fine buildinq to make it more 
efficient. That first period of recognition of great.er re-
sponsibility is just now culminating ~n completion of the 
modernization of our headquart.ers, a four-story structure 
of which two-and-a-half stories are devoted to musieUll\ 
galleries, study rooms, storage areas, offices and work-
rooms .. 
As to its physical plant and equipment the muaeum 
is adequately served. Its collections can be properly 
stored.. They can be researched by scholars and;.·staff in 
new study rooms. They can bs exhibited far more attractively 
in newly pannelled exhibit.ion galleries under fine lighting .. 
The Society now has physical facilities leaving little if 
anything to be desired .. 
The late Katherine Coffeye for years the dis-
tinguished director of The Newark Museum, was serving 
briefly until her death as museum consultant to the Society. 
REqardinq the renovation, Mso Coffey remarked that the 
Society has a handsome shell for its museum; it must now 
have an ~qually fine and effective museum proqramo 
One further element to put on a truly fine pro-
gram is yet to be added: sufficient professionally trained 
personnel to mount a -.rigorous museum proqram, using the 
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t museum collections to promote further interest and knowled9e 
2 of New Jersey history. The present staff of the museum is 
woefully inadequate bi number.. The Society• s hopes for its 
A: museum are not limited as to ideas, plans and qoals.. The 
5 hopee are limited only by laak. of professional personnel .. 
6 The lack of professional personnel ia· limited only by lack 
7 of funds. 'l'his inadeqliacy we hope cen in some measure be 
a filled by the Musewn Services Act. .. 
9 What could our museum proqram be if this depart-
10 ment were adequately staffed? These next few years the 
t1 American historical :museum will naturally be busier than 
12 ever mountinq eY.hibi tions in celebration of the Bicentennial 
13 of Independence. The New Jersey Historical Society, joining 
14 forces with the New Jersey Historical Commission and the 
15 New Jersey State Museum will produce "New Jersey durinq the 
16 ;Revolution,• to be ta1"..en t.o seven areas cove.rinq the entire 
17 state, being shown in museums and colleqes, if funds are 
18 forthcoming. The society Museum will also have a ·series 
19 of exhibits -- emall, medium and large ...,_ through these 
20 next few years on subjects to be selected from an already 
21 prepar.ed list of persons, events, places and ideas shoWinq 
New Jersey's contribution to the ~ounding of the·o.s.A .. 
Other shows we hope to produce soon, if: funds can 
24 be obt:ained, include "Water in New Jersey History," a 
2$ rat.he1~ different approach to history, drawing upon both 
library and museum collectionso Others include a series of 
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exchange exhibitions with county and local soceit.y museums 
to show ·their collections dealing with their areas at our 
museum while we show appropriate collections of ou; own in 
theirs. 
Another series of special exhibitions designed 
to travel will be on various ethnic qroups such as Russian, 
Portu911ese and black people from our own South. Each of 
htese shows would be available for showing in churches and 
public halls in aectJ.ons of cities where such qroups pre-
dominateo 
Too of ten the historical museum shows in period 
rooms or house museums little more than the decorative arts 
favored by the upper classes of a particular timeo We are 
intent on presenting exhibits illustrating all important 
aspects of New Jersey history and its place in our national 
historyo 
Development and achievements in commerce and in-
dustry, arts and the sciences, religion and education, rise 
of the city and its problems, the automobile and the still 
burgeoning suburbs1 the ocean, the littoral and inland 
waters and man•s regard from them in the past and at present, 
can be shown to il!ustrate historical development in New 
Jersey in its different aspects. 
The museum of an hist.o:rical sooeity especially is 
expected to publish not only the u3ual check list or 
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1 illustrated catalogue of an exhibition but a carefully re-
2 searched, written and edited piece., making- a contribution 
3 of permanent interest and value on the subject. We have, 
4 for example 0 100 drawings each by Robert. Fulton and Benjamin 
5 Henry Latrobe. Neither of ~ese collections has yet been 
G 
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10 
u 
1a 
shown in toto and neither has been published, yet one 
represents a substantial contribution to American science 
in canal construction, the other in waterworks. 
Antother publication of unique importance whJch 
should be brouqht out under museum auspices is the icono-
qraphy of NeW' Jersey, a catalog of over 4,000 knawn views 
of the state in paintinqs, drawings and prints dating from 
. 
1626 to 1876, located in our own and other collections here 
14 and a.broad. If this book were published now, it would be 
15 the first iconography of any state in tJl.e union. 
16 Museums should not attempt. to be social service 
17 ag-encies or inst:l:tutions of soci.al reform. They can, however, 
1e without departing from their legitimate purposes, contri-
19 bute substantially towards an enriched Ufe for those who 
20 visit them whatever their background.. Children especially 
21 · are receptive to a fine exhibition, well presented and in-
.22 terpret.ed, or to its introduction by audio-vidual means 
23 into their classroomso responding with wonder, surprise 
and delight to a new experience in laarningo Such a stimu-
lus can stretch their minds and imaginations, carrying them 
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t beyond their often drab immediate surroundings. 
2 Again 41 if funds become available, we propose to 
3 initiate as an experiment two 13 hour adult courses in New 
4 Jersey history, one a ·brief survey, the other on selected 
5 subjects such as paintings and painters, medicine and 
6 physicians, state government and legislatorso Each would 
7 consist of leotu~s, readinqsand the use of source materials 
8 in the library and .musewno If well received, they could be 
9 produced for television. 
10 •rhese are but some of the ways the public could 
u come to know and appreciate the historical museum. However, 
t2 much else on which these exhibitions and programs are based 
13 must be done behind the scenes.. Caring for the collections 
14 by compiling and keeping complete records; doing the ex-
15 tensive research required; conducting a conservation pro-
t6 9ram of paintings, prints and drawinqs; planning the ex-
t7 hibitions and publi~hing the catalogs -- all these and myraid 
18 others are enough to keep a large staff busy. :• 
19 And yet, a musemn operat..ed by an historical society 
20 is often less adequately staffed than any other type museum .. 
21: The reason is clear. Such an institution u: busy· operatinq 
... 
2a;·. a museum and also a library, a publishinq house/ both book 
and periodical and education and special events d&partmentso 
Its financial resources must. stretch over all these opera-
25 tions, a requirement. increasingly difficult. to manaqe under 
present conditions. 
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Each society must continue to derive from its 
present sources of support the fullest measure possible. 
Each must seek new sources. The society can only gain for 
its museum the increasin9ly large support it will require 
~concentrating on the expert preparation of its appeals 
to private donors, founda~ions, corporations ~a public 
funding agencies. These appeals must be based on the con-
viction that the historical museum is an in1portant element 
in the preservation and development of Americart civiliza-
tion.. Given adequate support.the historical museum can 
become a vigorous and growing cultural force .. 
Senator Pell.. Thank you, Mr. Lunney. 
I am a little concerned because the readers are 
taking more than the time we had hoped the witnesses would 
take. I feel very rude. I do not like these time pres-
sures, but it is the way we operate.. We have roll call 
votes and the whole hearinq must be wound up before half 
past twelve or quarter to one .. 
Our next. witness is DWlcan F,, Cameron, Director 
of the Brooklyn Museum. 
S'l'ATEMEN'l' OF DUNCAN F .. CAMERON, DIRECTOR OF THE BROOKLYN 
MUSEUM 
Mr .. cameron.. Senatoru thank you first of all for 
inviting m.e to appear here. 
I do not think our museum is alone In our agony, 
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but the troubles and pxoblems are there. One of my trustees 
told me, on learning I was going to be director of the 
museum, "It. is very hard to get on with the business of 
living when you have to use all of your enerqies to stay 
aliveo" 
That is what. we are doing in Brooklyn. 
I think you know certainly of the institution and 
of t.he borou9h11 but. it should be pointed out it is one of 
the six major art museums of Amarica, an architecturally 
grand and imposing and unbelievably rich museum in its 
collections, which stands in .the midst of one of the most 
troubled urban areas in Americao 
That presents us with great opportunities, but 
it leaves us with many problems. The problem of conser-
vation has been mentioned a number of times this morninqo 
It. appears t.o be a concern of t.ha committee~ 
I think it is important to point out when you 
have a large old established institution as the Brooklyn 
Institution, conservation must include in concept the main-
tenance of the building itself, the course of professional 
environment control, but the leak~nq roof is as serious a 
problem of conservation as the problems that. can be solved 
in the laboratoryo 
It is true that the Brooklyn Museum's annual 
deterioration of ito vast collect.ions exceeds by a factor --
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I am not sure how mu.ah -- the 9rowth of the collection 
throuqh purchases, gifts and requisitlone. 
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I would have .to put high on my list of priorities, 
if not at the top, the conservation needs of a museum in-
cluding the maintenance of this fine but old building as 
well as the normal and technical conservation in the labor-
atory. 
A number of interesting points that have bean 
made about education and the question about all students 
9oinq into a museum is one I want to speak to. 
Simple ari thmsr..ic can show with the borough of 
Brooklyn's population of 2,600, if the museum provided 
equal opportunity to all the students in elementary and 
secondary schools, than we would see seven students less 
than two hours in the next 12 years of sc:hooling .. 
What do you do in two hours durinq 12 years? If 
you look at statistics, and if statistics of school visita-
tion become criteria in fundinq, there is the danger that 
museums will by means fair or foul try to build the f iqures 
in order to qet the dollars. 
At the present time we are experimenting with 
a selective education program where we work with newer 
students but for longer periods of time, so if you were to 
look at our visitation statistics over the years ai1d see 
a sudden drop in t:.11e number of students' if on the other 
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t hand we expressed ourselves in student days or student. 
2. houre, you would see a qreat. increase in the educational 
3 services being given. 
4 When we work with the children in units of a half 
5' week over a period of six weeks q we can do a great deal 
6 with s~udents who need desperately what we have, but there 
i is no way we can serve all of the students in our borouqho 
8 I think the same et.atistio holds true for most of our urban 
9 areas. 
10 'l'he questions that the committee asked some of 
11 us to apply to the appendioes troubled me somewhat because 
12 they suqqest a great interest in attendance growth.. I 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
would like to think we have passed the day when the ef fec-
tiven3SS of the museum operation is being measured by the 
turnstile counta 
For decades museums have played all kinds of 
inqenious qames to try to show at.tendance qrowth. whether it 
ta was there or not. They expressed their qrowth in terms of 
19 vi!>.itors. I would only caution the commi:ttee th.at the re-
20 porting statistics from museums, includinq my own, does not 
21 always tell the story accurately nor fullyq 
. 22 I would like to comment on section 6 of the bill • 
-
Thia is in my view too broad in sc.ope, and it includes a 
24 number of project items which I feel overlap the guidelines 
25 that. presently stand for the endowrn.ents.. I "7ould like to see 
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1 section 6 more lim! ted and addresti itself to problems of 
Z the operatinq budqet and to conservation, and to support of 
3 education rat.her than traveling exhibit.ions~ et cetera. 
4 When we refer to operating budgets, let me say if 
S I see myself as administrator of the musemn I have t.o 
6 acknowledge budget as the first priority. If I put. on my 
7 other hat ae art museum direct.o!'., I have to say that the 
a deficit. really is not my concern when I consider the problem 
g of conservation and public trust. 
10 I think I have probably used ~ five minutes. 
11 Thank you. 
12. Senator Pello Thank you, Mr. Cameron. 
13. 
1.4. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Mr. O'Doherty. 
Mr. O'Doherty. I am director of a very small 
museum in New York City knot~n as the Museum of American 
Folk Art. 
The museum has four employees includ:lnq myself. 
our annual budget is $180,000.. We have an indebtedness of 
$40,000 at the present timeo 
This year we rece.ived a grant from the National 
Foundation for the Arts of $15,000, and from the New York 
State Congress on the Arts for $10,000a 
We are doing things that l think are a little 
different from what is generally done in mueewns. We 
operate out of two rooms in an old brownstone 01'\ 53rd Street 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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where we have a total SP'."Ce of. about a thousand square feet 
which is not very large fior a musewno 
We operate our offices out of a one bedroom 
apartment, which is really illegal" but we do it anyway be-
cause this is the only place we can have an off ice. 
As an example of the type of things we are doing, 
we are presently doing a show in New York City called 
Celebrate America throuqh Folk Art, where because of the 
fact we close the museum qenerally in the summer for lack 
of :air conditioninq; we have gotten the people at. Rocke-
feller, Exxon, McGraw-Hill and Time-Life to lend us their 
facilities ao we can take the museum riqht out into the 
streets for the people of New York and the vieitorsi to New 
York from t.he United States and all over the world. 
l'.n this exhibit. we eharqe n.o attendance fee.. We 
16 hav1a a daily attendance of 1500 people, and the total ex-
17 hibition is qoing t.o last 30 day~, which will g-ive us an 
18 attandance of approximately 450, 000 persons. 
19 ·· The exhibit.ion is cost..i.ng our museum approximately 
20 $60 ,ooo. 
21 Not only are we just giving an exhibit.i:on to the 
22 people" hut. what ws have done is gone to othez· museums to 
23 help us put. t.h;_s ex..itiibi ti.on toqe~..er, and qone to other 
24 par'ts of the country, such as Pennsylvania, Connecticut, 
25 New Yo~k stater Ma.ssacbue:ett.s., to bring crafts people from 
I 
I 
I 
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1 those st.ates into New York to show the people of New York 
1 and the country and world visiting New York how beautiful 
s things such as the artifacts we are presently exhibiting 
4 were made oriqinally by t.lle artisans and artists. 
5 Our particular problem is that we could do much 
6 more than we are presently doing if we had money for bricks 
7 and mortar, because they are quite expenai ve in ·New York, 
e or if we had money for operating expenses, which are also 
9 very expensive in New York. 
10 As an example of the type of things that we are 
u also doing in regard to education, this fall we are spon-
ta soring a 13 week course for the citJ.Eene of a city and the 
13· other surJ:OUndinq states on t.he development of American 
14 folk art, and showing the people through this course, which 
' . 
1s: is in conjunction with New York University, how they can 
1s learn somethinq of their heritage in American folk art at 
... 
I ' ' 21 
18 We also go into qhetto areas of ·this city and 
19 do shows there, bring the kids to our museum. We subsidize 
20 
24 
these out of our own pockets, and because of the situation 
we are involved in at the present time of having a $40,000 
indebtedness, we need money for operating costs. 
We would strongly euqgest if possible, Senator, 
that in the introduction to the bill if possible be changed 
to ii1clude the foll~wlng aft.er the words "Scientific 
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1 Heritage", to add: "to provide funds for capital construe-
2 tion costs and operating expenses for museums o" 
3 I would hope that a museum would not. be defined 
4 as one that. has t.o be accreditied by the American Aasocia-
5 tion of Museums" because we presently are not, and I would 
6 hate t.o think that this would in any way take from us the 
7 possibility of qetting funds under t.hia Museura Act. 
e I feel very strongly that the act. le very good 
9 and hope it will pass .. 
10 senator Pell. I thank you very much indeedo I 
t 1 think we had bet tar wind up the museum section now .. 
12 I would add here I kn0t~ there are others who would 
like to speak.. I see a 9entleman in the back with whom we 
' . 
14 talked yesterday. What I am qoinq to do is ask for a list 
15 
16 
17 
ta 
19 
20 
21 
22. 
25 
of all the people here who are representing various museums, 
and if any of them care to submit statements for the record 
they will be printed in full in the record. 
one thought has qone through my mind in conneo-
· tior~ with these hearinqs. Perhaps t;he bill should be 
redrafted a bit in one ra~ard. 
The reason we originally put. in education, put 
it lnto HEW, is that we did not know quite where else it 
shoiud q0 at the time. Maybe we should lower the emphasis 
on education and increase the emphasis on musewns, have 
mora reference in education le9islation to the use of 
I 
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museums" and then put the National Museum Instimte into 
another branch of the qove:mment., be it the Smithsonian or 
the Endowment or wherever it. might be. 
This is the thouqht. that ia g-oing throuqh the 
minds of the members of the committee, and I just wanted 
the qroup here to be aware of it. Nothing is sacred about 
this bill. We just drafted it a few months ago alonq with 
conTersat.!ons we had with 1Uany of you, and it can very 
easily be altered and changed. 
One other point has come up this morn!iig... We 
have been particularly impressed this morning with the real 
need for conservation ·and with what a really deplorable 
situation t...ltere is today in this regard... '!'his brinqs me 
to the final event this morninq, and that is the panel on 
conversation. 
I would lilte to pay particular attention ta 
Charles Olin, a private conservator who really started my 
thiru1:in9 along these lines to tey t.o develop a National 
Irutt::i.tute of Conservation, and now he has qone into private 
practice and I hope is doing very well.. I am most appre-
ciative to him for the effect he has had on our own think-
inq. 
I am wondering if there are written statements 
that could be put in the record, and I would ask each of 
• 
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t I also understand that Mro Keck has some very 
2 interesting photographs to display on conversation techni-
3 quea fl Bild I was wondering if he could show them to us at 
4 this time. 
5 PANEL ON MUSEUM CONSERVATION PROGRAMS 
6 Richard Buck(/ Director, Intermuseum Laboratory, Oberlin, 
1 Ohio1 Sheldon Keok, President, American Institute for eon-
8 sexvation of Historic and Artistic Works, Cooperstown, 'New 
9 York: Charles Olin, Private Conservator, Falls Church, 
10 Virginia; Robert. Orqan, Smithsonian Institution: Robert 
tt Peller, National Gallery of Art; Charles van Ravenawaay, 
12. Director, Winterthur Mu.sewn. Delaware,, 
13 Senator Pell. Mro Reck, would you like to de-
14 scribe your pictures to us and your techniques. 
15 Mro Keck. Mr. Ch.airman, I have a few pictures 
16 here. 
17 Senator Pell. I think it is mor~ important for 
ta the spectators to see them because I will be able to savor 
19 them and enjoy them afterwards .. 
20 Mr o Keck,. This photograph shows the damaqe done 
21 at the Corninq Museum fro.Jn the flood a year aqo last August. 
22. . Here are soma of the pieces that were collectecf after the 
23 flood.. Some 500 pieces of glass were damaqed and/or broken 
24 in this flood o 
25 I have ph~:>to9raphs of soma of the piece's that 
t 
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appear in this photograph after treatment by the conserva-
tion staff o We had to bring extra help in because of the 
enormity of the damage. 
You can see that these items were broken as well 
as covered with the kind of mud that is deposited in a flood 
of that type., 
This is another piece that has been put together, 
very beautiful pieceo I have the labels 11 but. I am not qoinCJ 
t.o try to identify them completely for you, but all of 
these pieces appearing in this photo9raph or other photo-
graphs we have, and you can see a few of them that have been 
restored. 
The man who has been in charge of the project is 
extremely skillful. Here I am showing you the damaged 
object on the left .and the restored object on the right. 
The method is not to add pieces but. to put to-
gether the pieces that are recovered. Here is an example. 
I do not want to show you all the ones l have, 
but I do have phot09raphs of some of the paint..inqs that 
were also damaqed in the f loodo 
The water came up to about: this high (indicating), 
and the rest of t:he painting- was affected, of course, by 
the bumidi'tya 
Here we see the painting- after treatmento '!'here 
was ~·eey li tt.le restoration that had to be done, but you 
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t can see if the paintinq had been left the way 1 t was, I 
a think you can see from this photoqraph rJ.qht here that the 
3 paint was ready to· fall off as the picture dried out. 
4 This is another picture that does not belonq in 
S Coming(/ but I show it to you as an example of vandalism, 
6 the kind of thinq that. we have to protect a9ainst in a 
7 museumo !l'his .vandalism. was done a lon<J time ago; it was 
8 not. done in the museum .. 
9 It was done when the picture was in private hands, 
. 
to perhaps in a descendent's· hand. It was in an attic and 
u probably some child qot up there with a sword or a knife 
. 
12 and did some radical dama9e .. 
13 BeX"G we see the paintJ.nq in it.a present. condi-
14 tion. Perhaps all of 'you will have a chance to see these 
15 later. 
16 Senator Pell. Thank you very much, Mr .. Keck .. 
17 Is there such a thing as a conservato~'s quild 
ta or fraternity or association? 
19 Mr. Keck .. '!'he American Inst.it:ute forConserva-
20 tion of ftistoric and Artistic Works is thato 
21 Senator Pell~ Is there a president? 
Mr. Keck. I am the president .. 
Senator Pall.. Then you are the spokesman. How 
do you see a National Institute evolving, and what do you 
25 think the govermnent should do to help the general problem 
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I of conservation? 
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Mr. Kecko Senator, I am not absolutely certain 
what t:he national institute would be except that our Jllt'ieting 
at Wintert.hur recently there was a concensus ~rnin9 a 
central reference point for conservation practice and ea-
~ablished arrangement for interchan9e and for long range 
and 
careful planninq on a national/perhaps international level 
in regard to traininq, research and the diffusion of know-
ledqe in the field of art conservation • 
lt was unanimously agreed and recommended that 
an advisory board or institute be created, the membership 
of which would include but not be limited to those members 
of the Int.ernationa.1.Center Committee of the Advisory council 
on Historic Preservation,, havlnq a major interest in museum 
conservation .. 
I recomme:nd as an attendee of that. conference at 
Winterthur and as president of AIC that in its creation 
·suppc,rt be granted under the National Museum Act for ex-
.. 
work of the board effectiveo 
This is a very small approach that. is envisaqed 
~· here., I think that institute ·which you envisaqe is much 
23 larger in scope.. What ws really need ia a central place 
through which information and knowledge can be diffused to 
people in conserVationo 
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l Senator Pell. There are really two thoug-hts here 
2 that we should separate. One is for the need of supporting 
3 conservation riqht across the country so that all the 
4 different museums are strengthened and they have adequate 
5 people to Clo their work. As was brought out in the hearing 
6 yesterday, in my own atate the art. works have to ·be sent 
'1 to another state.. Fortunately that is no qreat h&rc1sb!p be-
e cause we are rather close v but it would be more of a bard-
10 
12 
1.3 
t4 
15. 
l1 
~8 
19 
ship in other areas .. . ... ............ -··-. 
The other idea was that there should be developed 
a National Institute of Conservation possibly located at 
the Slftitbsonia.n which would be sort of a central point as 
is the Library of Congress for the care, cataloqing, in 
.. 
this case for the conservation of works of art.. 
It has been su99estad that there be 150 students, 
one-third of whom I would hope would. always be foreign, 
for a period of time at 9raduate level,, and with some 
association with degree-qrantinq inatitutions. 
I would now like to get the diqested thoughts of 
20 each one of you. I will call on my friend Charles Olin. 
21 Do you find more business than you can handle as .a private 
conservator? Do you find people are not using private con-
23 servat.ors? 
Mr. Olin.. I do believe there is more b\lsiness 
25 than I can handle. There always ha~ bean, including my nine 
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years at the Smithsoniano Now that. I am in private prac-
tice I find the same situation: inadequate facilities, 
equipment, places to qo to find answers that are analytical 
in nature. 
Before I can proceed on the preservation problems 
of paintinqe, I must be dependent upon a friend in adustry 
or somewhere for identification of the material that. I 
would like to know more of before I prcaeed. 
I know others will testify in more detail con-
cerning education needs, but I would like to make a comment. 
with respect to education here that is not within the 
mu.sewn but is actually in the universities themselveso 
It was my observation as a qraduate student at 
New York University and in my experience working in the 
museum field that curators, directors, art historians, 
lack at first an awareness and a comprehensive understanding 
of the needs of conservation and the actQal implementation 
of conservation. 
On this point cot'l.Servation has had a long hard 
battle. First it had to make the staff aware of its needs, 
and I think we have adequate testimony today# and I am sure 
yesterday, that this need is now understood. But I feel 
that. in order to fully understand and to continue the use 
of conservation in muse'Ull\s, to develop it., that a t:caininq 
program in qraduate schools should require perhaps three 
. . 
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t semestAra of exposure and study in the field of conaerva-
2 tion so that when they do coma to the museums they know 
3 what standards conservation must have and should have o 
4 Senator Pell. I have some very specific ques-
5 tions that :t think might be of interest. for the xeQord. 
6 Washington is a fairly sophisticated ai~y, but 
7 how many private conservators are there? Ara you the only 
a one? 
9 Mr. Olin. No, sir.. 'l'here are about. seven or 
10 eight that I know fairly well., There are more in other 
11 fields. I am speaking speci:f ically of conservation of 
12 paintii1gs. 
13 Senator Pell.. How many would you aay there are 
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in t:he united States? 
Mr .. Ol!no Seureral hundred, sir. 
Senator Pella Are you a member of the National 
Conservation Associ.ation of which Dr. Keck ia the president? 
Mr. Olin.. That. iE correct.. 
senator Pell. Private !ndividuale as well as 
institution conservators are eliqible for membership in 
the organization? 
M1: .. Olin.. That is: correct, sir. 
Senator Pello How do you handle the problem of 
passing on your knowledge? Do have apprentices? 
Mr .. Olin. I do at the pre.sent. time.. I have two 
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1 students studying with me, one for a year and a half, at 
.a the present moment. It is not an adequate way to train 
3 aonaervators, hawevero I feel they ought to be trained in 
4 an academic: environmento 
5 The apprenticeship has had a long history and has 
6 helped to this po.int., but I think we must qet into the 
7 academic field .. 
a Senator Pell. Bow extensive is your equipment? 
9 Mr. Olin. I fesl my equipment is totally in-
10 adequate to do the conservation t.ha.t. I want, and I suppose 
n that equipment comes to around $11,000, but I would desire 
1a and can utilize equipment. that goes to maybe · $2o~·noo to 
y~ $30,000 more. 
14 Senator Pell. Briefly, what would be the most 
15 expensive items that you consider absolutely basic in order 
1~ to do your work? 
t7 Mr. Olin. X-ray equipment, adequate microscopes 
18 
19 
20 
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22 
23 
for detailed examination of documents, et. cetera .. 
Senator Pell. Thank you very much. 
Mr .. Organ, do you have any specific thouqhts 
here? 
Mro Organ. On these specific points I have con-
siderable thoughts about the National Conservation Institute .. 
Senator Pell~ Why don't you talk on that. 
Ml::.. organ., I have a wct:.it.ten st.atemento 
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1 Senator Pell. That. will bs bacluded in the 
.2 record., 
3 {Statement referred to follows:) 
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Senator Pell. I reqret to say that I am going to 
2 have to close the hearing in approximately ei9ht minutes .. 
3 Mr .. Organ.. t believe this new inst.itute we are 
4 eu99e11tin9 should include the aativit.ies of everything that 
5 Americans collect or excavate or create.. It should be 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
12 
13 
14 
interested in all sorts of thift9s. 
Of the approximately 200 conservators we believe 
are available, probably 120 or 130 are involved with 
.. 
paintings, perhaps 50 with paper, perhaps 20 with objects, 
but I ain sure nobody has ever been trained to conserve · 
Shock 11 s first transistor,, so ti'lat the inst.i tute is going to • 
have considerable problems. 
I would like to conwent. on what a conservator is 
because this is very important to the nature of the insti-
15 t.ute.. A conservator seems t.o be an alloy of three 
16 
17 
i8 
19 
20 
2t 
25 
abilities. 
First of all the peraon who actually works on the 
object and treats it.1 secondly, a person who is a . 
scientist in effect and can recognize the nature of materials 
he is dealing with~ what has happened to the object., what 
he can do to change it and ~ preserve it for the future1 
and he is also a curator with some art historical' knowledge 
so he can see the significance o:f the object in' front of 
him while ha is treating ito 
A conservator in a small museum differs· from the 
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i conservator in a larqe museumo In the larqe museum his 
2 :materiala scientist can be special museum scientists who 
3 do historical analysis for him. His art historical wo~k can 
4 be dciae for him by curators who are already there in the 
5 collections,. so in a larqe museum he is primarily the man 
6 who works treatin9 the object. 
·7 He muet have a fealinq for the object so he knows 
a when his brush touches it h• is doin9 the riqht thing. 
9 My concept. of the institute very.brietiy is that 
10 · we should keep the conservator at th~ bench workinq on 
u his object.. we should provide him with all the facilities 
12 he needs in the way of space and light, and we should in 
!3 short keep him in the environment in which he is already 
14 surrounded by museum collections with the assistance of 
15 curators and possibly, if he is lucky, with scientist.a as 
16 well. 
17 Senator Pell. I think this is eo inter~sting I 
18· am 90.ing to call a recess in order to vote. I will be 
" , 
19 right back and then we can qo on for another 15 minutes .. 
20 (Recess) 
2t Senator Pello The subcommittee will resume. 
! think Mr .. Orqan was just winding upo I 
23 apologize for the pressures under which we operate, but that 
is the system unfortunat.elyo 
25 Mr. Or9an. '!'hank you.. I had reached the point 
jl 
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1 of mentioninq that we should keep the conaervators at the 
2 bench inside the institute. 
3 The institute shoul.d strengthen his work as much 
4 as possible by qiving him space, raeognition" assistanceo 
5 ~he institute ml9ht also come in and look over 
6 his shoulder with a camera and record some elements of his 
1 work for posterity, for educational use latero But the 
a institute primarily would regieter t:ha person as an inst!-
9 tute conservator, as a scientist, which would give him 
10 some of the recognition he needs, and the institute should 
11 also place in his laboratory a data bank. 
12 Thim would be really te..n9ibla evidence that he 
13 belongs to the institute.. It. would ])e somet.binq 'like a 
14 teletype with a tel&vision screen playback, or perhaps in 
15 the early st.ages a facsimile machineo 
16 The institute conservator would be expected to 
• 
17 use this at the completion of a particular job. He would be 
18 expected to transmit. his completed report, which" he has to 
19 produce anyway because of his professional code of ethics, 
20 send it into that central ilnsti tute data bank, includinq 
21 his own report because he is responsibleo The data bank 
23 
abstract would be prepared which would be of immense utility 
to everybody else in the instituteo 
rt would also be expected that when the conservator 
was faced with a new problem he wm:i.ld call on the data bank 
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4 The klnd of infol':mat.i .. on h~ would need t'rould he 
5 
6 for use, and all these dat~ which at the present moment the 
7 conservator has to dieco\YEU:: for himaelf, and it takes up 
u a qreat deal of hi~ tiroso 
9 The .~bur\:i tu~ m$~giYt al!!o allow students t.o in-
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t If ona adopts this plang several advantages 
2 accrueo First of all, individual conservators would sudden-
3 ly acquire much qreater importance in the eyes of their 
4 directors. The data transmission machine would prove they 
5 are part of this qreat inst.i tute of people scattered over 
6 the whole country. 
7 Local conservation would not be hindered at all 
a by the sudden lose of its personnsl to become teaching 
9 fac:u.U:.y o Teachinq at lower levels would be largely self 
10 t.eachingo It would not need skilled conservators who pre-
11 sently in teaching have to constantly repeat endlessly the 
12 quanti t.y of data that. ·could be tap.ad and thus absorbed 
13 rapidly. 
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We would mod.em wires and electronic flowo In-
stead of the conservator beinq in one particular place, the 
flow could be t.o anywhere in the nation. Such an institute 
could very well beqin in Washington where wa already have 
so many different collactJ.ons all in &lsparat.e need of 
attenr..ion. 
We also have many active conservators in close 
contact with these collect.i.ons, in close cont.act with cura-
tors, in close cont.act with scientists to help themo 
Every member ln such an institute would be an 
equal contributor, whet.her he is located in Waahinqton, in 
Ohio or Califorriia. 
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Such an institute I believe·haa been envisaqed 
here for the first time and would be a world first.if it 
beqan.. Clearly thia aort of thinq cannot happen i.mDedlately .. 
It is only possible now because of the advances in tech-
nology. 
There are sevelral technical difficulties to be 
ironed out., and also the agreement of the professional 
fraternities necessary. 
It: seems to ma t'..hat such institute ml9ht be 
studied vary carefully. ln fact one could almost. beqin 
implemantat.ion through this international center committee 
that bas been sugqested to take cognizance of the problem. 
Senator Pelr. Thank you, Mr. Organ. Thia is 
really a very exciting thought indeed, extremely exciting 
to use a computer toqet.her with some of the new devices .. 
We developed the apace proq:ram in Los Anqeles and Pittshurqh.· 
I think it. would be a tremer1dous step foniard. 
I would like to make one observation. Amongst 
the group of friends who are here iti there anybody here 
from the press? 
(One hand wae rai@ed) 
Sen&t.or Pell. Th.la brinqs up what I am driving 
at.. To us this is a very axcit!nq field11 the field of the 
arts and rm1sewns a:nd so forth, and yet as you can see from 
the interest of the ~n.tblic~ there :1.s. only one person from 
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the press here .. 
We have a real job to do in trying to sell the 
public as a whole on our interesto Tb.ere is only one per-
son present who does not have a particular subjective in-
terest in museums Q and we.·· have to do something to i.nterest 
the public in the pliqht of museumso the future of museums .. 
All I can ask is that we do the best we· can so 
that if we have additional hearings on this subject, which 
we may have to have, or if t1e are successful in passinq it, 
we have a reauthorization hearing at some point, we never 
again allow ourselves to be without the presence of otherso 
Thia is one of the battles we have been facing 
for many yearso It is a littl~ bit batter in the arts and 
humanities than when it started out.. Nobody would come down 
and list.en when we beqan.. Now that has become more es-
tablished under the excellent leadership in the ~dowments, 
but. museums are st.ill an esoteric su.bject.o 
tB May I ask which paper you represent? 
19 Spectator& Senator Pell~ I am a free lance 
20 writer o I am also associate editor of an antique monthly 
21 
22 
2.3 
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which is coiilcemed with antiques .. 
Senator Pell.. In other words, it is a specialized 
press.. We still do not have the qeneral preas here at all .. 
I am going to have to go now, hut there is one 
question I wanted to ask to Mr .. van Ravenswaayo How do you 
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see a National Ins ti. tut.a for Conservation evol vinq? 
Mr,. van l:tavenewaay o Senator, I would like to 
follow on what Bob Organ has said in stressinq the impor-
tance of having a major central agency that will coordinate 
research, collect info:r:mation, disseminate it, establish 
standards" in ot:her words, serve as the guidinq hand for 
•hat I hope would be a much accelerated national activity. 
I feel that would be the major function it could aerveo 
Senator Pell.. This is a very, very exciting 
thought. Would you aqree with my view that t.he·loqical 
place would be under the roof of the Smithson.I.an? 
Mr. van Ravenswaay. I.would aqree it ought to 
be in Washinqton. You have so :many resources here for 
carrying on such an institute. '(lo"l"aether it would be at the 
Smithsonian·· or else\\There I do not think I am in a· poa.i tion 
to say. 
Senator Pell. J: do not mean t.o be brief o We 
have two other people here, Mr. Feller, from the National 
Gallery of Art. 
In raiBin9 this queetion of a national institute 
two or three years ago, as you know I tried to persuade Mr .. 
Brow11 t.o qi ve us the ba$ement of that. new buildinq. 
Mr. Fellar1' I was not ~ party to thoae discus-
sions, Se?aato:r., but. I heard there was some discussion about 
the mat1:et~ .. 
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1 Senator Pello Do you see any possibility of 
2 apace of that sort bein9 made available eventually? 
3 Mro Fellero I think the space is pretty well 
4 committed.. We have a larqe problem keeping our own con-
5 ae:n-ation work in place, and we plan considerable expansion 
6, of our own facilities, and I suppose like every other 
7 museum, before the buildin9 ie up there is a space limita-
8 tiono 
9 Senator Pell.. Do you havs any apprentices that 
10 you are teaching now? 
11' Mr. Feller.. Yes.. We are able to take on: one or 
12 two apprentices each year.. We have an. apprentice in the 
13 conservation department at the Gallery at the present time, 
14 and I have a man in Pittsburgh# a young chemist, working 
15 with me. 
16 Senator Pell.. Why cannot that. equipment be 
17 brought here? 
Mr. Feller. I think as the space opens up we 
19 are intending to bring it here. 
20 Senator Pell.. Would that. equipment be made 
21 available to set up an Institute of Conservation? 
Mr,. Feller., Ab~olut.aly.. It is available now to 
23 our professional c:ollea911e1i.. We are conduct.ing research 
which we hope will be to the qood of' the profession, and 
when people have need for '::his special equipment, we 
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1 certainly welcome their coming to Pittsburgh and using it. 
Sana.tor Pell. Mr. Buck, do you have any part!-
3 cular thought reqardin.9 how we would move ahead in this 
4 area of conservation with regard t.o traininq? 
Mr. Buck.. In our experience we cer+-ainly do have 
6 need for analytical services. When we are investiqatinq 
7 a painting, we need a aoph:Lst.icated analysia. We muat. de-
e pend on such ms the Winterthur Museum or Dr. Peller or a 
9. commercial laboratory for th~s kind ·of inf'Oriiatloli. 
10 I think there is ~ need for more ·basic research 
l 1 on materials used in conservation.. I think· there may be a 
12 need for eventual stant!ardi.zation of these materials· to 
13 make them more available to the profession. 
14 In 0\1%' experience we have been limited by the 
15 lack of soma national locus of authority in these fields, 
16 and in that respect I would favor the establishment of such 
17 an institute .. 
18 SEmator Pell.. I am delighted .. Really·out. of 
19 these hearings some broad lines have emerqed. One most 
20 exciting one is the qeneral ag~t on the need for 
21 concentration in the field of cons~~rvat.1.on, and the question 
has been left open aa:.: to who would have the resp0nsibility 11 
·, . ; how it would be done, but. t:hs need is apparent.. 
24 The second great thread ·that has emerq$d is the 
need for both ran.ovation and for operational support for the 
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museums... The quastion is how doas the government help in 
that withou·l':. finding a bot.t.omle~~s pit., taking on all. t..he 
3 operatinq cost.a. 
4 Th.is is the que~t.ion on which we ha\re to work in 
5 the Conqrese with s:om.e hesitation, because onir:e you accept 
6 responl!libili ty for operat:f.nq costs on th.a part of the 
7 general tax revenue, you are in for a very rapidly expanding 
6 appropg-iatione ... 
g While I personally would love to see those appro-
10 priations made, I do not think that wish will be shared by 
the Conqresm. 
12 I thank you all for being here and, as I aaid 
13 earlier, any sta'tP..ments, any thoughts anybody has that they 
14 would like to put in the record, the record will be kept 
open f<>r t.wo weeks to give you ample ti.me .. 
16 In addition we may sub'!U. t questions we have in 
17 order to h.eva a complete record following: the August recess 
18 from which we can make our cecimion .ms to which d'irectJ.on 
to mov~i, and also the decision as to where the National 
20 Inst! tu.ts 01: Museums should be if it should truly rest in 
21 HEW -- whlcb we just arbitrarily put in the bill -- or 
23 This concludes this stage of the bearings .. 
(Thereupon .at. l.::05 p .. :m ... the hearings were con-
25 eluded.,) 
